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STRAWBERRY FIELDS FOREVER—With the strawberry season in full swing, Mrs. Majorie Major of Murray picks her
share of strawberries from one of the many _patches in the area. She along with many others were picking the
berries on the four acre patch owned by Don-Keller on the College Farm Rd. This was Mrs. Major's first time out to
pick berries this season.
Photo By David Frank
Summer Theatre Festival Gets
Underway Friday On Square
The second annual Summer Theatre
Festival, sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre
and the Downtown Murray Merchants
Association, will officially begin Friday
night at 6:30 on the court square, ac-
cording to Merchants Association
President Buddy Buckingham.
"The festival is the official beginning
of the 1978 Community Theatre Sum-
mer Program," Buckingham said. "In
celebration of the Community
Theatre's recent success, the downtown
merchants are sponsoring special It's
Showtime' sales in all the storesierbund
the court square. Abo, as a iipecial
MELODRAMATIC OFFERING — "No, No, A Thousand Times No," an old-
fashioned melodrama will be featured entertainment for the Second An-
nual Summer Theatre Festival to be held on the court square beginning at
6:30 Friday evening. Pictured here are Sue Teague, Bryan Thacker, and
Nada Thompson in rehearsal.
Photo by David Boyd
Grad Gets Three Grants
Stephen Frederick Davidson, an
honor graduate of Eastern Hills High
School ,Fort Worth, Texas, has been
awarded three scholarships, totaling
$1,900, at Murray State University.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack F.
Davidson, 1212 Monterrey Drive, Fort
Worth, and the grandson of Mrs. Birdie
Parker of Murray, he has just been
awarded a $500 freshman-year
Department of Biological Sciences
scholarship in addition to two others
awarded earlier. He plans to follow a
pre-medicine course of study.
Earlier, Davidson had been awarded
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a $500 freshman-year Century Club
scholarship by the Murray State
Alumni Association and a four-year
dormitory scholarship, valued at ap-
proximately $900 by the university.
At Eastern Hills High, Davidson was
a four-year letterman in football, was
on the track team and was active in the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. He





The Calloway County Public Library
is cooperating with. the Murray State
University Adult Learning Center in a
program for adult non readers.
The psogram has been in progress for
several weeks under the direction of
Chuck Guthrie, Director of the Adult
Learning Center. Mrs. Lee PinkstOn is
the coordinator and responsible for
matching the tutor and student.
Work sessicns are held in the library
at a time convenient for the pupil and
the teaching IS done on a one-to-one
basis. Inetructional materials are free
and firnished by the Learning Center.
Anyone wishing to participate by
tutoring may contact the library or
Learning Zanier. No teaching cer-
tificate is required. Those who wish to
learn to read may apply at either
lotation also.
Those persons instructing are; Mrs.
Gerry Reed, Library staff member,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Story, Mrs. Lee
Pinkston, Mrs. Ruby Suffill, and Mrs.
Ken Winters.
treat to our customers, the downtown
merchants. have purchased 25 pairs of
summer theatre season tickets that will
be raffled off at a drawing Friday night
during the festival." He continued,
"Our customers can register at any
store downtopin until the lime of the
drawing on Friday 'evening, The
.festival•snillegin at 6:30 p.m. and last
until 9 e'elock."
"There is no admission charge, so
bring the whole family down to the
court square Friday night to partake of
some of these fabulous Memorial Day
weekend sales a well as some fine
entertainment Provided by the Corn-.
munity Theatre," he concluded.
Peggy Billington, chairman of the" ' •
1978 summer - theatre season ticket
,drive, announced, "Season tickets will
be on sale to adults for $6 through the
middle of June. At that time `The .
Hobbit,' a'children's fantasy story, will
be staged in the new city-county park as
the first major summer theatre
production. The cast includes some 40
plus children and young adults from the
entire county."
"Then in July, in honor of Jesse
Stuart's return to Murray and Calloway
County for his writing workshop at
Murray State University, we are proud
to announce-that we will produce .The
Thread That Runs So True,' a play
based on the book about the life of Jesse
Stuart," Mrs. Billington continued
"Then to round out our summer
program, we will present in August
'You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown,'
based on the comic strip characters of
Charles Schulz," Mrs. Billinzton
concluded.
A summer season ticket will enable
the holder to attend each of these
performances at a $1.50 saving over
regular admission prices. There will be
no children's season tickets.
The summer festival will include a
melodrama presented in the old-
fashioned style with refreshments such
as popcorn and lemonade, cokes and
candy. The cast of the show includes:
John O'Brien as the villian, Sue Teague
as the heroine, Bryan Thacker as the
hero; with the supportingsast of Nada
Thompson, Tommy Pasco, Patti
Phillips, and Barbara Bliyen.
A Magic Mountain Music Band will
sing favorite parlor songs as well as the
traditional barbershop quartet ren-
ditions. The band consists of: Rebert
Valentine, Pete Lancaster, I,arry
Bartlett, and Butch Anderson. Joe
Jackson will provide the musical en-
tertainment for the melodrama as well
as the Magic Mountain Music Band.
Another special feature of the
Summer Theatre Festival will be an
auction of a Gibson Meat Locker
country ham and ceramic stoneware
fashioned by Murray artist Fred
Sheppard.
An old-fashioned cake walk featuring
the culinary talents of some of
Murray's finest cooks will add to the
evening's entertainment.
One of the main attractions of the
evening will be a special puppet show
by Community Theatre Director
Richard ."Valentine. Valentine will
feature his regionally-famous puppet
Lester Ada.
"The Downtown Merchants and the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre urge The entire community to
take part in this kickoff of the Summer
Theatre Program for Murray and
Calloway, County," according, to
Theatre Director Richard Valentine.
State Boards Approval Given
Calloway High School Is
Rated 'Comprehensive'
Kentucky Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education has reclassified
Calloway County High School into a
comprehensive school, the highest
rating granted on the state level.
The state board took action in Frank-
fort Wednesday. It follows an extensive
high school self study and on-site team
evaluation earlier this year.
Calloway County School Superin-
tendent Jack Rose today called the
ratings, which change the school's
classification from a current standard
ranking to • comprehensive -probably
the most significant thing that has
happened in the school system."
Assistant superintendent Ron
McAlister was on hand for the state
board. meeting Wednesday.
Schools in the state are currently
ranked emergency, provisional, basic,
standard and comprehensive.
Comprehensive, McAlister said,
proves the school has an enriched
program of studies and other features
beyond those required for standard
classification. "For example, major
emphasis is placed on meeting the
special needs and interests of students
through broad academic, exploratory
and co-cirricular experiences,"
McAlister said. The difference in
standard and comprehensive "is based
on'quality and quantity of offerings."
Out of 299 high school in the state, 18
aresaed basic, 157 standard and 124
comprehensive.
Calloway County High joins Marshall
County High in Marshall County,
Heath, Lone Oak, and Reidland in
McCracken County, the county high
school rated comprehensive, and in-
dependents Murray High, Mayfield and
Paducah Tilghman rated com-
prehensive in Region I. There are 21
total high school in the region. None of
the high schools in Graves County are
rated comprehensive.
McAlsiter said all new schools in the
state are given a first time standard
rating. But, to change that rating you
have to request review, and evaluate
your program to ape if you can change
it," he pointed out.
Calloway County High did that this
year with at team of outside evaluators.
The state evaluation this year also
coincided with a Southern Association
of Schools and Colleges survey. The
high school will be seeking continued
affiliation with that organization and
will know the Southern Association's
decision this fall.
McAlister said the high school is
subject to an annual review by the state
department of education to see if the
school is maintaining comprehensive
requirments."At any given time," he
said, "the state can recommend a
changeback."
The state board also agreed Wed:
nesday to stop using some ac-
creditation classifice.tinns which
parochial schools_salcrcarry a negative
meaning. -
The state Board for Elementary and
Secondary Education classifies schools
according to the scope of their
educational programs.
But representatives of some
parochial schools have said the words
emergency and provisional for the
lowest two accreditation ratings have a
negative connotation.
The state board agreed Wednesday to
Just approve or disapprove the
programs of private and parochial
schools unless the schools ask for a
classification.
The board-wok the action en_e iwo
year-old request by the superintendents
of Catholic schools in Owensboro,
Louisville and northern Kentucky.
The action came after a closed
executive session to discuss its impact
on a law suit testing the board's
Local Closings Set
For Memorial Day
Murray Post Office, Murray City Hall
and Calloway County Courthouse- will
be closed Memorial Day, Monday, May
29
Firefighting and law enforcement
services will be operating that day,
however.
According to Fred Jackson, officer in
charge of Murray Post Office, there
will be no box, city or rural deliveries
on Memorial Day. -
Service windows will be closed. But
stamps may be purchased from the
stamp vending machine in the lobby,
which will remain open the entire time.
There will be no mail arriving or
dispatched from the city during the
holiday, Jackson said.
"This is the first three day weekend
of spring. We urge everyone to enjoy
the holiday in a safe manner," Jackson
said.
Murray City Hall will be closed for
Memorial Day, according to Jo Crass,
city clerk. She hidicated Murray Police
Department and Murray Fire
Department will be operating.
Calloway County Courthouse offices-
will also be closed on Memorial Day.
All offices are expected to re-open at
regular times on Tuesday.
All Calloway County schools will be
dismissed on Memorial Day. Murray
School System students will attend
school, according to a spokesman.
Calloway County School System
students will return to school Tuesday,
May 30, and continue through June 1.
Students in the county system will not
attend school on Friday, June 2, but will
return Saturday, June 3 for report
cards. All buses will run regularly that
day.
County banks will be closed for
Mernorial Day.






authority to regulate private schools.
The board approved the programs of
59 parochial and 12 private schools, but
took no action on 19 church-related
schools that are involved * the
litigation. The case is scheduled for
trial June' 14-11 in Franklin Circuit
Court.
It- -WWI state board's non-
accreditation of 20 Christian schools at
its May, 1977 meeting that led to the
current law suit.




Baccalaureate services for the 1978
graduating class of Calloway County
High School will be held Sunday, May
28, at 8:00 p.m. at the Jeffrey gym-
nasium of the school. •
Guest speaker for the services will be
the Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
pastor of the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church, serving for
the past 242 years.
The Rev. Mullins received his B. A.
degree from Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tn.; his bachelor of Deivinity
degree from Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas; and his
doctor of Theology degree from Boston
University. Dr. Mullins has had ad-
ditional studies at the University of
Geneva and at tht Vatican.
Calloway County High Principal
Jerry Ainley will introduce the Rev.
Mullins. The school band, directed by
Cecil Glass, will provide music for the
processional and the recessional. The
school girls chorus, directed by
LaVaughn Wells, will sing "Lift Your
Eyes."
The invocation will be by the Rev. A.
J. Terry, minister of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Commencement exercises for the
senior class will be Tuesday. May 30 at
8:00 p.m. at Jeffrey gymnasium.
- POSTERS FOR CVIAILITY BALI — *Annie Knight's ;Nth grade class at Murray Wddle Setkiiil created thilWidRy.
posters for the Charity Ball that hove been placed in businesses around 'Murray. Members of the class are, seated
left to right, Roger Dunn, leremykhite, Darron Gibson, Robert Kondratko, Mark Woods, Todd Bartlett, C.aryhhiller
and Kerr Mayfield: first ruw standing left to eight, Weige Rushing, Tina BOYd, larn-Withalp, Rebecca Wocid, Wail;
Harrington, Erin Burke, Raisha Roberts, Robin Adams, Chris Clark, David Burris, Lita Carson, Cindy Williams and Dale
Dycus. Back row left to right Annie Knight, Lynn Campbell, Julie Baker, Tracy Rogers, Tony Jones, Brad Moore ant
John Reed. The Charity Ball will be held Saturday, June 3, at the Murray Country Club. For tickets, call 'Mrs. Sammy
Housden,s753-0090 or Mm Dennis Lane, 759-1887.
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ATTEND CONVENT1ON—Four members of the Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club werg among 343 persons attending the 56th annual meeting of the
Kentucky Federation held at the Executive inn, Louisville, May 19-21. "Changing
Times—Change, Challenge, Response' was the convention theme with Hope Roberts,
a past national president of Reno, Nevada., is main speaker at the banquet. loan White
of Trigg County was installed as the 19713-79 state president with Mary Ray Oaken of
Cadiz, past state president, conducting the installation. Workshops in all areas of
programing were hekt the speak-off for young careerist candidates was held with
Janet Gray Johnson from District IV as winner and achievement awards presented_
Murrayans attending were, left to fight Rubye K. Pool, Murray delegate; Opal Roberts,
serving a five year term on the state committee of L Pearl Landrum Student Loan Fund.
expiring in 1980 and Murray delegate; Jean Elkins, district I director and Murray




























20,9 30 2 30Sun
her present office in _Detti6er
1977 after seritinf(as vice-
governer-ra other offices in
ltie-district and in her own
club at Benton. She is now
secretary at Airco Alloys,
Calvert City.
Mrs. Poore used an
illustration of a tree with the
tree trunk being the state
federation, each of the long
branches as the nine district;
in the state, and each smaller
branch as one of the 258 clubs
in the state. She spoke of the
many projects of the clubs and
how each club or district
weeks together for the good of
rue_aaromariiry, aisrricr, and
state. She said the General
Federation of Women's Clubs
was the largest organization
in the nation and said the club
women should continue to
work and strive for goals to
keep the federation growing.
New Officers
The district governor in-
stalled the new officers for
1978-79 who are Mrs.. Donald
(Bonnie) Jones, president;
-.Mrs. Donald (Cecelia) Brock,
First-vice-president; Mrs.
Lloyd (Oneida) -Boyd, second





Mrs. James (Helen) Kline,
treasurer.
Installed as chairman of
each of the ten departments
Were Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
Alpha; Mrs. Hamp (Ann)
'kooks, Jr., Creative Arts;
Illiss Louise Swan, Delta;
Mrs. Leonard (Effie) Vaughn,
District Governor Speaks A
Mrs. Thomas A. (Anita)
Poore, governor of the Fire
District of the Keseeelty
Federation of WeemehiClisk
was special guest apeelor
the general meth"( et tle
Murray Woman's Club beld an
Tuesday, May 9, at the club
house.
l'he speaker was elected to- :41arden; Mrs- Bill (Betty)
Boston, Home; Mrs. Rex
(Frances) Galloway, Kappe;
Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry,
Music; Mrs. Tom (Judy)
Muehleii Lail, Sigma; Mrs.
Cliff Clow Campbell, Theta;




presided and Mrs. Gary
1(Brenda) Marguardt,
retiring recording secretary,
Xisadthe minutes. Mrs. Lillian
Graves led in the Club Collect
and Mrs. Tommy Alexander
led in the pledge to the flag.
Mrs. Irma La Follette
reported on--the club house
status.
The retiring first vice-
president, Mrs. Donald Jones,
paid tribute to Mrs. Billington
for her past two years of
service and presented her
with gifts from the club. Mrs.
Donald Brock, retiring second
vice-president, reported on
the state convention and the
honors won by the Murray
club.
Flowers from the garden Of
Mrs. Harold Douglas and
arranged by Mrs. Douglas and
Mrs. James E. Hamilton were
used as decorations for the
tables. Members of the
Gard& and Sigma Depart-
ments were hos for the
• CONDUCTING THE memorial service at the meeting of
the Murray Woman's C11on Tuesday, May 9, were Mrs.
Joe Sills, flutist, left, and- Mrs. Harry Sparks, speaker.
Deceased members honored in the service were Mrs.
Barbara Brown, Mrs. jean Bordeaux, Mrs. Ruth Pasco, and






FOR FRIDAY, MAY 26, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er14
A day for action! Don't slow
up progress by being overly
meticulous, fussy, looking for
nonexistent defects in your
program.
TAURUS
ti(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't be impulsive about
making changes WWII pal ane




( May 22 to June 21)
Your know-how and ability to
handle the unexpected could
result in outstanding ad-
vantages. Spend time and
talents constructively. This day
will be. rich in opportunity.
CANCER
June 22 to July 231
A fair day You can manage
in better-than-average fashion,
yet must take precautions
neither to underestimate nor
overevaluate new propositions.
1,E0
July 24 to Aug 21)
n4*
Stress your innate en-
thusia.sm and eagerness to do
well but be willing, elm, lo
WAIT out results, to accept
temporary setbacks with inner
calm
VIRGO
(Aug 24 to Sept. m WP
You're in the spotlight now,
with special emphasis on
remains to your efforts and
presentation of ideas Curb any
tendency toward
aggressiveness;' win your way
through tact and diplomacy.
i,IRRA
--+Sene- 24- Si -Het- 12) 4...X4111 ribPilipuirofit'exsIversess
Not a good day for finances: imd the law also appeal Si
There's a tendency to "throw as does music, the theliter a
stioegsmillaxattir-bad.- Vow- AM -Isere
'ROMP, turisra ruthlessly travelers/all could Inicreerin
SCORPIO is.n. any occupation vrtikii keeps you
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22 titer"Ar on ihe go." Birthdate of. John
Do riot let a personal dusap- Wayne, film star; James Ar-
pointment mar your overall ness, TV star ("Gurvirnolie");
perspective. Continue to aim for Pelee Lee, singer
high goals. Your adeptness,
know-how and intuition should
be potent now.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 21 to Deo. 21) leirti0;>
If pressed for time, you may
overlook vitally important












Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Uranus not too friendly. Avoid
eetting in over your head -
,-specially where you happen to
oe on unfamiliar ground.
P ISCESeb.F 20 to Mar 20)
Excellent Neptune in-
(luences! New trends may
'milt in an agreement, where
'here was only opposition
'f ore. Do make the most of
"di fine opportunity
YOU BORN TODAY are
(lever, witty and engaging in
manner. You attract friends
easily - and keep therm. You
have been endowed with many -
talents but, of all these, your
vlft of words is paramount -
which makes you a "natural"
for writing in any form which
pies you You would make
an outstanding reporter, editor,
leebirer or 1'V earmentator In
fart all branches 61 the corn-
(ounications media make fine
,sideis for your talents and,
through' them, you can




FIRST DISTRICT Governor Mrs. Thomas Poore, center, was guest speaker and in-
stalled the new officers at the meeting of the Murray Woman's Club held on Tuesday,
May 9. New officers are, left to right, Mrs. I. B. Wilson, recording secretary; Mrs. Donald
Jones, president Mrs. James Kline, treasurer; Mrs. Poore; Mrs. Donald Brock, first vice-
president; Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, second vice-president Mrs. Henry McKenzie, correspon-
ding secretary. On the right beside the floral arrangement from the garden of Mrs.
Harold Douglas is the silver ice bowl presented to the outgoing president, Mrs. lob
Billington, who will now serve as chairman of the Advisory Board of the club house,




Prior to the dinner a
memorial service was held for
club members who have died
during the past year.
They were Mrs. Barbara
Brown, Mrs. Jean Bordeaux,
• Mrs. -Ruth Pasco, and hire-. -flute, - and the special
Frances Miller. Members of memorial address was by
the families of these members Mrs. Harry (Lois) Sparks. A
were invited as special guests rose bush, donated by the Zeta
for the memorial service held Department, will be planted in
at5:45p.m. the club house garden in
Mrs. Joe (Sarah) Sills memory of the deceased
presented special music on the members.
COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Thursday, May 2S
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority is
scheduled to meet.
First Baptist Church Young
Women will meet at the home
of Mrs. Ron Wright at 9:30 a.
Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at the Kirdsey
church at 7:30 p. m. Officers
will be elected and all
members urged to attend.
Registration forms for Girl
Scout Day Camp,•Jtuie 12-16,
should be in today to Mrs.
- Gordon Leberger.  •
Zeta Department of 'Murray
Woman's Club will have a.
potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house with the
Program to be by Richard
Valentine and play cast.
Friday, May 26
Second annual Summer
Theatre Festival of the
Murray-Calloway Community
Theatre in cooperation with
downtown merchants will be
held on the southside of the
courtsquare staring at 6:30
p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at the executive room of the
WOW building at 9:30 a. m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the riding rink at
seven p.m.
Regional high school tennis
tournament will be held from
seven a. m. to seven p. m.
through May 28 at the Murray
State University courts,
Chestnut Street.
Shopping for senior dtizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by nine a. m. for looming
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
for afternoon shopping.
Murray Middle School PTO
will hear the 5th and 6th grade
boys chorus sing at the
meeting at seven p.m.
KAINTUCK
TERRITORY
AN 1880'S TOWN, BENTON, KY 42025
SEASON OPENS SATURDAY MAY 27
BUCK OWENS
MEMORIAL DAY - MAY 29




LESTER FLATT JIM & JESSE
MAC WISEMAN RONI STONEMAN
WENDY HOLCOMBE CARL TIPTON
HAROLD MORRISON BLUEGRASS ALLIANCE
WHISKEY RIDGE BOYS
SAT.. JUNE 3- 11 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
SUN., JUNE 4- 11 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.
OAK RIDGE BOYS
SUN., JUNE 11 - 2 & 5 P.M.
'JOHNNY DUNCAN
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Officers for the Rho chapter of Kentucky Alpha Delta Kappa for 1978-79 are, left to
right, front row Mary Nanney, chaplain, Lucy Ann Forrest, vice-president, Sue Adams,
historian and Doll Redick, recording secretary; back row: Janice Hooks, sergeant-at-
arms, Geraldine Myers, treasurer, Crystal Parks, corresponding secretary, and Bess
Kerlick, president
Rho Chapter Install -1\re7—w-
Officers At McDaniel Home
The last meeting of 1977-78'
year of the Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa was held
May 6 in the lovely home of
Agnes McDaniel.
file Rho Chapter was
honored to be chosen as 'donor
of the annual Kentucky
Altrustic Award of $1000.00 to
the Need Line of Murray. This
award was presented by Betty
Riley, member of the Ken-
tucky Altruistic Committee, to
the Rev. Dr. David Roos and
Mrs. Euple Ward of the Need
Line.
Kathy Jackson Hargrove
was the winner of the 1978-79
scholarship award from the
Rho Chapter. Geraldine
Myers presented the award.
The new officers for 1978-79
were installed by Joanna
Sykes as follows; Bess
Kerlick, president, Lucy Ann
Forrest, vice-president,
arms, and Sue Adams,
historian.
Joanna Sykes presented silk
roses to the retiring officers.
Bess Kerlick presented a
silver pitcher to Joanna Sykes
from the Rho Chapter to ex-
press the appreciation for the
progress of the chapter during
the past two years.
The announcement was
made that Agnes McDaniel
had been appointed Kentucky
Chairman of the Public
Relations and Publication
Committee. The West Ken-
tucky District of Alpha Delta
Kappa will meet June 20 at the
Ramada Inn, Paducah.
Spring flowers decorated
the attractive tables for the
bountiful carry-a-dish lun-
cheon. Dr. Roos, Mrs. Ward,
and Mrs. Hargrove were guest
for the luncheon. The
hostesses were Betty Jackson,




Geraldine Myers, treasur.er' University Campus.Doll • Redick, recording-- -. Appearing - in the recital
secretary, Crystal Parks, were Robert Lyons, Debbie
Dornfeld, Mark Austin, Kim
Alley, Mark Hussung, Lynne
Outland, Mitzi McDougal,
Kim William, Angela Manning
and Deena Dailey, all of
Murray; - Leslie- Poole,
Fairdealing, Jay Fern,
Martha Fern, and Margo
Hobbs of Calvert City; Nadia
Ingram, Paducah; Sherry
Harrison, Puryear, Tn.; and
Lisa Hunter, Farmington.
As the culmination of the
year's study, the program also
included the presentation of
awards and certificates
earned in lessons and class
meetings. Receiving the
highest marks in studio
preformance classes held
during the year were Mitzi
McDougal and Robert Lyons
in the junior level, Mark
Austin and Debbie Dornfeld in
the intermediate group, and
Lesile Poole and Deena Dailey
in the senior level.
Special certificates and





Ledger & Times .
Publisher . Walter L. Apperson
Editor  . R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 1, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
St., Murray, Ky 0071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
served by earners, 12.50 per month,
payable in advance. By mail in
Calloway Canty and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield., Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
and Purye,ar, Th., $19.50 per year. By
mail to other destinations, 132.50 per
year .
Member of Associated Press. Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
NeWspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
entitled to republish local news
originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times as Well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office ..... . 753-1916
Classified Advertising ' 753-1916
Retail (Display Advertising  753-1919
Circulation   753-1916
News and Sports Dept. . 753-1918
Students of Mrs. Neale
Mason presenteda program of
piano music for families and
friends on Sunday afternoon,
May 21, in the Fine Arts























to the "participators," those
ieho had distinguished
themselves by playing in a
variety of events outside the
studio, such as the Murray
Music Teachers Association
recitals, local and district
Woman's Club piano contests,
the regional Kentucky Music
Teachers Association Piano
Festival, and in other local
and regional programs.
• Receiving these awards
were Deena Dailey, Leslie
_ .Poole, Mark Austin, Mark
Hussung, Nadia Ingram,
Margo Hobbs, Lisa Hunter,
and Jay Fern. Note was made
that Mr. Fern, having won the
District Woman's Club
Contest held at Ken-Bar Inn in
March, -placed second in the
ensuing state level contest
recently held in Jeffersonville.
"Most Progress." a wards ; fo
1978 were received by Mark
Hussung and Leslie Pool;
"Outstanding Performance"
awards were given to Jay
Fern and Mark Austin; and
trophies were presented to the
five students who had not
missed a studio class meeting
during the year. Lisa Hunter
and Margo Hubbs also were
given special recognition for
receiving superior ratings in




The local unit of the United;
Methodist Women of the First
United Methodist Church,
Paris District, Memphis
Comference, has been rated
first in the Standard of
Excellence Achievement
Award; ranking over fifty-five
units within the Paris District.
This award was presented to
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey, president
of the Murray United
Mehtodist Women, on
"Presidents Day" held at the
Trinity United Methodist





June St and 2nd
From 6 p. m. to 8 p. m.
--roars rnr-reotgler • .
air) erry
Dixieland Center




Come see the auction, cake walk, melodrama, puppet show and









It's also show time at Bright's
with all of our beautiful new
' summer dre.ksi-s at Lffil off. Buy
several and save. Lay-aways are
also accepted. Hurry in Friday
and Saturday and save at Bright's!
Shoe Sale
5 % OFF
Friday and Saturday save
15% on all regular priced
shoes in stock. Hurry in






Misty Harbor All raincoats by MistyHarbor. Friday andSaturday only. Buy and
save now! 1500 OFF
One-piece and bikini Save!
SWIMSUITS
A Very Special group'
600
A select group of your favorites!
SLEEPWEAR
Regular values to 29.00
NOW /3 OFF
Buy several bags todal.
Any Handbag
Any style 20.00 and above'
NOW 30% OFF
New summer styles and colors!
SUNGLASSES
Regular I() 7 no
399
Assorted styles ard colors.
KNIT TOPS
Our Regular 9.00 to 17.00
4200 OFF
Assorted styles in( lu,:uu;
BILLFOLDS
Our Regular 4.00 to 12.00
NOW /3 OFF
Choose from our entire stock'
UMBRELLAS
Regular values to 9.00
49'
Our entire stock Save!
Spring Coats
Regular 50 00 to 60.00
19°°
Junior and missy styles'
Fashion Pants
Choose from our entire stock'
NOW 1/4 OFF
A special group. Assorted styles
JEWELRY
Regular 2.00 to $15.00
NOW 1/2 PRICE
In the robe department'
ROBES
Choose from the entire stock!
NOW 20% OFF
Our entire fine stock'
Long Dresses
Buy now and save!
NOW 1/3 OFF
•••
ShopFriday Night 'til 9:30 p.m.
•
Miss 'Beverly _Sue McKinney
and Rex Lynn Stone
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd H. McKinney announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their youngest daughter,
Beverly Sue, to Rex Lynn Stone, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Stone.
The bride-elect will graduate in the fall of 1979 from
Calloway County High School, She is now employed at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
'Mr, Stone attended Calloway County High School and is
presently employed with Grayson McClure.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Sunday, July 2, at
two p.m. at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church. A reception will
follow at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
In Paris Tn., at the Trinity Nineteen units received a
United Methodist Church, certificate, designed by Miss
sixty-five women gathered in Rhodes's brother, for the best
observance of President's standard of excellent report.
Day_A delicious luncheon". _W.--
Thirty-tiro units-- were
represented at the meeting,
each giving a short report of
their work.
served in the beautiful
decorated fellowship hall.
Words of welcome were by
Mrs. Frank Coles, District'
Vice-president, and the
blessing was by Mrs. Tommy
Jackson.
Mrs_ Martha Butterworth
gave the devotional, using
Luke 2. 44 as her scripture.
Miss Donna Rhodes, district
president, presided and
recognized the special guests,
Mrs. Frank Beard of Sharon,
In. was introduced as the new
district secretary. Miss
Rhodes stressed that all units,
whether large or small, send




reported 135 from the Mem-
phis Conference attended
General Assembly, with
several being from the Paris
District.













2701 Park Avenue Paducah, Kentucky
MAY 26-27-28
Friday 5 p. m.-10 p.m. Saturday 11 am.-9 p.m.
Sunday 12 Ploott-6 p.m.
Everything For Sole! 30 Quality Dealers!
PUBLIC INVITED  FREE PARKING
ADMISSION 1.50
Medd Seim, Ilasieer-tt I. Wren City, 14 42029
Atone 1-502-89i-7157
'.Stvles for the Fashionable Professional'.
Mead,: Women
Featuring
Burro of California. Tiffany. II:hi:onion














. Uniform Accessories 8 Shoes
OPEN 9 30-5 go P M. Monday through Saturday
523 BROADWAY •
DoWnlavZirf: Paducah fry
'Miss Sharon Denise McKinney
and Craig Darnell
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd H. McKinney announce the engagement
and approaching, marriage of their slaughter, Sharon Denise,
to Craig Darnell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Darnell.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School, and is presently employed at Boot Country Factory
Outlet.
- Mr. Darnell attended Murray High School and is now em-
ployed with a carpet firm.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, June SO, at
6:30 p.m. at the Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding.
Farmington Classes Plan Sfecial Tea
The graduating class
members and their spouses of
the 1947, 1948, and 1949 classes
of Farmington—High School
will have a _tes on Sunday,




Mr. Cavitt was a member of
the 1448 class, and his sister-
itOmr, Mrs. Terry (Jeanette)
_
Mrs. Wess Fulton was the
hostess for the meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
held on Wednesday, May 17, at
1:30 p.m. at her home with
Mrs. Lowell Palmer,
president, presiding.
The lesson on "Health
Medicines and Common
Sense" was given by Mrs.
Baron Palmer.
Members voted to meet at
the home of Mrs. Lowell
Palmer on June 21 at 10:30
a.m. for a picnic luncheon
( potluck ) .
Others present were Mrs.
Clarence Culver, Mrs. Wayne
Hardie, Mrs. David Palmer,
Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. Danny
Cunningham, Mrs. Walter
Fuelner, and Mrs. Audra
Futrell.
CRIPPLING PREVENTED
With early diagnosis and
treatment, most of the severe
crippling of rheumatoid ar-
thritis can be prevented.
Using the latest rehabilitation
techniques, even . severly
disabled people can be
brought back to more active
and productive lives, reported
the Kentucky Chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation.
Cavitt, was a member of the'
class of 1917. Mrs. Terry
Cavitt is atto the sister of Mrs.
Perry Cavitt.
The hours ofthe tea will be
from two to five p.m. on
Sunday.
Another eirent planned by
the class of 1948 is the 30th
year reunion dinner to be held
at Holiday Inn, Murray, on








8 Track & Cassette
Your CD PIONEER' Car Stereo Specialist
Installation avalable
: rneaggs=,• Saadi WWI
• Samar, PA MAN
• yam. Taw ad $alm Cow*
• 5 Mile Preset Pagli thrifts Tunong





• Sr° Off Any
Stereo Needle•







Expires May 31, 1978-it 
Sunset Boulevard Music
Junior & Missy. Many styles
including constructed and




Locally Owned ond Operated-Steve a Norma Bell
_
Prewashed Junior & Missy. Great selection
of styles & colbrs including con-
structed & unconstructed. Reg. lb"
Po' Just in time for all your
playtime activities. Reg. to 7**
V' Great variety including totes
also used cis beach bags. Reg. to




(of some price°, less-)
1/ All Long Dresses 2
1/ All Short Dresses 3
By Mrs. R. D. Key
May 8, 1978
Sunday another great
homecoming day at North
Fork Baptist Church with the
Century Singers from Mar-
shall County. Although it was
a sad day for the ones who
have had loved ones who have
died during the past year.
These include our church song
lead. It was also sad for
those in the hospital and those
at home unable to attend. Bru.
James Phelps, the pastor,
celebrated his birthday
Sunday and the church
presented him with a nice
monetary gift.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall was
admitted tO the Henry County
Hospital Tuesday night with
—heart failurerand-resfrain-very
ill. Vistors in to see her during
the past week includf Elbert
Elkins, Mrs. Naomie °Bye,.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Otr, Bro.
James Phelps, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Howard Morris,
Dorothy Berthram, Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes and son,
Mitch, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. -
Phillip Wynn, Mr. and Mrs.
Carnol Boyd, Mr.- and' Mrs.
Hubert Marshall, Mrs. Ola
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Wicker,-Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
Key, and Mr. and Mrs.
' CharlasiPaschall.
Mrs. Wilma Paschall was
--admitted to the I lern y County -
Hospital Thursday night. Mr.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Orr, and Mr. and Mrs. Carnol
Boyd visited with her on
Friday.
Mrs. Lottie Pascall was
admitted to Henry County
, Hospital Sunday. - Mr:
—P42011444-- Mrs.Gurvla
Paschall, and Mrs. Albert
Cook accompanied her to the
hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nichols
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren




Mrs. Hollice Grooms visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Grooms
on Saturday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Or,
Rickie and Brian, visited the
Glynn Orr's Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Carey Saturday night.
Steven Phelps of Henderson,
Tn., and Miss Cindy Phelps of
Murfeesboro visited Bro. and
Mrs. James Phelps Sunday
and attended the North Fork
homecoming.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Mitch visited the Wilburn
Martins last Sunday.
Mrs. Onie Wilson visited Mr.
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins spent last weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Jenkins in Muscatine, loWa.
— Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall, and Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr visited Mrs.
Lillia Ross in Crestview
Nursing Home last Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Brenda Jenkins visited
Mrs. Morris Jenkins Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Monday night.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills
and daughter, Terri Lynn, and
Bennett Fortione visited Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
Saturday. The Vandykes were
unable to attend on Sunday.
Visitors in to see Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key the past week
through Sunday include Mr.
and Mrs. Boone Duke of
Benton, Bro. and Mrs. James
McGregory of Cincinnati, 0.,
Mrs. Ruby Owen, Mrs. Frank
Howard, Mrs. Jennie Sykes,
--Mrs. Sadie Bury, Howard
Morris, Buster Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Pulse, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall, Bro. James Phelps,
Ancil Wicker, Mr. and Mrs. ,
Adolphus Paschall, Mr. and
Ni, I'm John Kurtz, the manager of
PAUL WINSLOW'S
and I guarantee that we will BEAT
any advertised price on Quasar
-- Televisions, Litton Microwave Ovens,
ei Hoover Vacuum Cleaners, in
Western Kentucky and Northwest
Tennessee, not over 2 weeks old.
"The Quasar
arr anty"





Mrs, Ch:grlie Olivp, Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglass Vandyke, M9. Carl
Hildres, Mrs. Ola Morris, Mr.•
and Mrs. J. P. Wicker, Mrs.
Linda Orr; and Brian, Mrs.
Joan Pulse, Mrs. Tony Sykes,
Brian Sykes, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, and Charlie
Townsend.
Some good cooks add a little
dry mustard to the flour, salt
and pepper mixture they use
for coating meat for stew.
COOL PLANTS
PHOENIX; Ariz: (AP) — Rr
member the old-time farmer
whose notion of when to water
crops depended on whether
they felt cool or warm to his
hand?
That very notion is under in-
tensive study at the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture's Wa-
ter Conservation Laboratory
here.
Already the National Aero-
nautics and Space , Adminis-
tration -has taken 'heat pic-
tures '• of farm fields near here
as part of the project.
At the bottom of this is the
principle of water evaporation.
When it evaporates, water
cools. Likewise, as plants give
off moisture through leaves,
they are cooled. So, a cool
plant has enough water.
12" Portable Color TV
agorw
• 100'0 SolicrState -Service tvttser Ctiassts
• Weighs only 28 lbs • In-Line Matrix Picture Tube
with Additional Pre-Focus Lens • Uses less
energy tha'n a 60 watt bulb • White Model
WP3420PH.
Limited Quantities
Quasar makes televifsion special again
— Complete Service Dept.—
Olympic Plaza, 1. 12th, Murray, Ky. 759-1636
Second Round Of High School
Golf Tournament Washed Out
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) -L
Rick Barger of Moore High
School and Kenny Perry a
_ lAne Oak were left to share
the boys individual state golf
championship after
washedotit the second rolind.
._ Barger came home with a 70
• and Perry matched it.
Jodie Mudd of Butler was
One stroke back and it looked
',Ike there would be a tight
race for the Wed-
nesday.
But Fort Knox officials
closed the course after an
overnight rain and it
decided that there would be
to-champions this year. -
The decision didn't find
favor with Ed Mudd, one of the .
two assistant managers of the
tournament and the. father of
B & 1 Hydraulics
The New Service for Murray!-
A Hydraulic REBUILDING SHOP
We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
valves, ports-powers — whether your equipment be farm,
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs.
• Component pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
Service calls available at your request.
"I think it was a bad
decision, a rash decision,' Ed
Mudd said. "I didn't talk to
anyone. They should have
talked to Saiiii-people about it.
The Kentucky High • School
Athletic Association acted too
fast."
Billy Wise, commissioner of
the KHSAA, said he got
several phone calls com-
plaining about the decision but
said "I've. got to stand by the
decision that was made.
Wise said the ruling was
made by John Hackett, the
tourney manager, who said
the final decision was Wise's.
Tommy Fike, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Fike of Murray,
shot a 79 in the tournament
play • Wednesday. Fike, a
member of the Calloway
County High golf .team, was
the only local golfer playing in
the tourney.
U.S. SAVINGS BOND
DIRECT FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC




'Offer apples to purchases Irons Apet I to May 31,113711
AllegellgekeSertnegamot Tee-210W, r..zsn CA-21DX111-210
•••••••..,.., re:.• to ()
-..F.116.04' C.., Pl. • Wool,
• Loh& • mero •••  Awortu••• Uri., •
• 4.1• Mo.* II Iliettr• Club., 2.
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Vara Mors: 748 JUL Mil CM P.M. gaily-epee Friday lentil SAS p. at.
Mgr. E. Witte Mgr. L I. Massa*
600 Jefferson 100S. Stateline





happened to the Oakland A's
Wednesday night.. they fell
out of first place in the
Ainerican League West.
Maybe Bobby Winkles knew
something when he quit as
manager of the amazing first-
place A's Tuesday, because
they contirlbed a slide that has
seen them lose 12 of 17 games,
the latest a 7-1 decision to the
Milwaukee Brewers.
Coupled with California's 4-1
victory over the Chicago
White Sox, it pushed the
Angels into first place, five
percentage points ahead of the
A's, who had been on top since
pril 25 
The Cleveland game at New
York was rained out.
Chris Knapp hurled a four-
hitter and Don Baylor and
Bobby Grich homered to lead
the Angels over the White Sox
on the field and over the A's in
the standings.
The A's lost for the 12th time
in their last 17 games when
Milwaukee's Mike Caldwell
pitched a six-hitter and Robin
Yount drove in three runs for
the Brewers.
Caldwell gave up a double to
Mitchell Page in the first
inning and didn't allow
another hit until the sixth. He
lost his shutout bid when Page
home red in the ninth.
-We have to juggle and hope
we're lucky,". said Jack
*McKeon, who tool over when
Winkles quit. "We've seen two
pretty good pitchers the last
two nights (Caldwell and
Jerry Augustine). Left-
handers are going to give us
trouble."
Royals 6, Mariners 5
The Royals pulled it out with
two runs in the ninth on Tom
Poquette's bases-loaded
grounder and Hal McRae's
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pct. GB
Chi • 20 17 .541 —
19 17.'_ -SU
Eti IM
Pitt 18 21 .402 3
NY 19 23 :452 34
SLou 15 26 .366 7
WEST
SFra 25 14 .641 —
Cmc 26 17 .605 1
LA 24 17 .585 2
Hoes 1820 .474- -- 444--
SDie 19 22 .463 7-
Atla 15 24 .385 10
Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati 5, Atlanta 4
Chicago 6, Philadelphia 4, 10.
innings •
San Francisco 2, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 6, New York 5,40
innings
St. Louis 2, Montreal 0
San Diego 9, Los Angeles 3
Thursday's Games
Montreal (Grimsley 6-21 at
S. Louis ( Urrea 2-5)
Philadelphia (Kaat 1-0 or
Carlton 4-41 at Chicago (Rob-
erts 1-0 or Lamp 1-4)
Houston Richard 4-3) at San
Francisco Halicki 041
New York (Swan 1-2 ) at
Pittsburgh (Blyleven 3-4 ,• ( n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Atlanta, (n)
Montreal at Pittsburgh, (ri)
Chicago at St. Louis, In)
New York at Houston, (n)
Cincinnati at San Diego, (a)







Y 24 14 632
Milw 20 19 .513
Clev 18 20 .474
BaIt 18 22 .4.50
Toro 15 25 .375
WEST
Cal 23 . 16 .590
OnkI 24 17 .585
KC 21 19 .525
Tex 20 19 .513
Mlnn 17 25 .405
Seat 16 29 .356 10
Chi 12 25 324 10
Wednesday's Games
Detroit 3-0, Baltimore 2-1
Boston 8, Toronto 2
Cleveland at New York, ppd.,
rain
Texas 3, Minnesota 2, II in-
nings
Milwaukee 7, Oakland 1
California 4, Chicago 1
Kansas City 6, Seattle 5
Thursday's Games
Texas (Jenkins 4-2) at Min-
nesota (Serum 3-0)
Kansas City (Splittorff 4-41 at
Seattle (Abbott I-21
Boston (Eckersley 3-1) at To-
ronto (UnderwOod 14), In)
Detroit (Baker 0-0) at Balti-
more (McGregor 3-3), (n )
Cleveland (Waits 3-3 or Wise
2-7) at New York (Beattie 2-0),
in) t
..4,3tieese+gtiene.4or
14) at California (Tanana 7-1),
'Mt • -
Only games schedulkkl
Detroit at Roston, (n) 6
Cleveland at Baltimore
Toronto at New York, (n )
Kansas City at Minnesota,
( n )
Oakland at Chicago,
Seattle at Texas, (,n)















































sacrifice fly. Kansas City
erased a 4-0 deficit in the fifth
on Amos Otis' two-run homer
and Clint Hurdle's two-run
double, but the Mariners took
a 5-4 lead in the bottom of the
fifth on Juan Bernhardt's
homer
Rangers 3, Twins 2
Al Oliver, who singled home
the first run in the opening
inning, singled home pinch
runner Bobby Thompson in
the 11th as Texas ended
Minnesota relief ace Mike
string Of suc-
cesses. In his previous five
appearances since joining the
Twins last week, Marshall had
earned a win and four saves.
Pinch hitter Craig Kusick
tied the game for the Twins in
the bottom of the ninth with a
two-out home un off Paul
Lindblad.
Red Sox 8, Blue Jays 21
Jack Brohamer and Carlton
Fisk hit two-run homers and
Mike Torrez tossed a seven-
hitter for his sixth victory as
the Red Sox moved into first
place in the AL East, one
game ahead of Detroit and
New York. Dwight Evans also
drove in two runs with an
eighth-inning single.
Tigers 34, Orioles 2-1
Andres Mora's first home
run since being recalled from
the minor leagues May 15 and
Jim Palmer's six-hit pitching
highlighted Baltimore's
victory in the nightcap. The
Tigers, who had lost 11
straightgames in Baltimore
since July 31, 1976, won the
opener on a ninth-innning
single by Aurelio Rodriguez.
OUR BIRTHDAY IS FILLED WITH BARGAINS FOR YOU! SALE ENDS 5 30 78
CB 2-WAY RADIO—IDEAL FOR SAFE SUMMER TRIPS
Drive a bargain on vacation fun and highway
security! Dual conversion ratenter_brings in those
far off stations. Adjustable squelch eliminates
background noise Doubles as a PA system
Bracket fits most cars and boats (the Coast Guard
will monitor Ch. 9 starting this summer,*)





Handy for sportsrpen., as well
as the kids! Chan 14 crystals,
telescopic antenna, 9V batt 2





Reg, 69" 2 8°/0
Getty 5Viisx2w,nx1,/48", for dic-
tation, notes Built-in mike:9V
bait incl
Easy-tune cylindrical dial, dis-









Dual meter tester for
CB, Ham, VHF bands
Needs no external
CAR 84RACK FM STEREO RADIO
by Realistic
Choose FM stereo or tape for
uys $ 30 driving enjoyment' Under dashmount, licting controls Save'




weather, more AC Or tasted. tells 'Some Sup. end L cot &tiro, Me,
5. I inlavottO or I iarau or • a Pat m,f • Ch1.6 with4 opt. "t .'cells Jo,.i A ulhorrl•I
SAVE. 25%
Ideal for CB or P A extension use
Mount' racket included _
Build - radius, .tele
graphs. wirelegs Reg. 1• 095
mike. test meters.
morel No solder 296S 2640
1 nettiderd
WHEREVER YOU LWE., WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE 14ERH Mt_ ,























































Tom Adams. a 6-3 guard
from Nashville Bellvue High
School, has signed a
basketball national letter-of-
intent with Murray State
University, MSU Coach Ron
Greene has announced.
Adams averaged 18.8 points
and 8 rebounds last season in
leading his team to the semi-
finals of the Tennessee Class A
Tournament.' He . also
averaged 7.1 assists and hit 82
percent of his free throws and
52.7 percent of his field goal
attempts during his team's 27-
2 season.
"Adams is a true point
guard-,' Greene said. "RC'S an
excellent ball handler and ran
the fast break for Bellvue.
He's only 17 years old and we
think as he matures, he'll
become an outstanding
college -player. In addition to
his athletic talent, he's an
honor student. We couldn't be
more pleased at his deciding
to play college basketball at
Murray State."
Adams ranked among the
Top 5 percent of his
graduating class and main-
tained a 3.7 scholastic
average. He was named to the
AssoCiated Press, the United
Press International, and .the
Sports Writers' consensus all-
state teams.
• He was also named to the
All-Nashville, All-Nashville
Interscholastice League, all-
regional, and all-state tour-
nament teams,
-As- a junior, --Adams
averaged 21 points a game.
orts
• .1
Foyt Going For Fifth Win




A. J. "Foyt wouldn't be going
for his fifth victory in the
Indianapolis 500 this Sunday if
someone hadn't caught an
official  scoring error made
last year while he was going
for No.4.
At one point during his drive
to the unprecedented victory
— no other driver in the 61-
year history of the race has
_wort_raore than_three — the
Linebacker Signed
For MSU Football
David Allen, a 6-0, 205-pound
linebacker from Louisville St.
Xavier High School, has
signed a football grant-in-aid
with Murray State University.
Allen was a two-year starter
at St. Xavier and was winner
of the team's "Superstar"
award each year.
Murray assistant coach
Dan Walker, who signed
Allen, called him a well drilled
player with good speed who
eould be-of immediate help to
the Racers.
Ride The•
11 a.m. daily except Sundays
2:00 p.m. 7:15 p.m.
$2.50 adults — $1.50 Children
Special Rotes for Charters
Ken lake Marina
Kenlake State Park 354-6205
scoring pylon showed Foykone
lap down. Some confullon
followed; the scoreboard was
finally adjusted, putting Foyt
back-up with the leaders. -
The reason for the change




in -the timing and scoring
crew. Prior to this year's race,
it was announced that the
chief of that division, Dick
Sauer, was also being
replaced.
No reasons were given.
The net result is a wider role
this year for regular timing
and scoring officials of the
U.S. Auto Club, the sanc-
tioning body for racing at
Indianapolis.
That's both good news and
bad news for some members
of the racing communify.
The regular crew should
help in identification,
problems; it's harder to read
the numbers on cars going by
at .220 mph if you:re un-
familiar with the cars in the
first place. Identification is
expected to be more of a
Rat Signs With
MSU Tennis Team
Mary Elizabeth Ritt of
Divine Savior Holy Angels
-High -School, Wauwatosa,
—Wisc., has-- signed 'a tennis -
grant-in-aid with Murray
State University, Murray
women's tennis coach Nita
Head has announced.
Ritt was a member of her
high school's varsity team for
four years and played No. 1
singles as a_ senior. She .was
singles champion of the Metro
, Conference as a senior and
ranked fifth in Wisconsin and
twenty-first in the Western
Section for girls 18 year old
and under.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph G. Ritt.
Ritt will join another
Wauwatosa player, Karen
_ Weis, on the Murray State
team. Weis has played No. 1
singles of Murray the last two
years and, was undefeated in
dual matches this spring. As a

















Tennis Wear 30% off -
Dress Suits 25% off
Jeans 25% off
25% off
Dress Pants 25% off
Spoil Coats 25% off
Dress And Sport Shirts 25% off—
Belts Ties 25% off










problem this year because
there are so many cars that
look alike end are painted
similarly (dark colors and
blues are very popular).
The regular crew also
scores two other 500-milers
during the year, as well as a
variety of other races. It's a
regular business with them.
But there have been
complaints about USAC
scoring this season. In fact,
results of three of the four
Indianapolis car races so far
in 1978 have been disputed.
Protesters include the Penske
team and Interscope Racing,
whose cars.comprise the front
row for Sunday's $1 mill on
race.
Two-car or three-car teams
seem to cause the most
problems.
Foyt and teammate George
Snider have almost, identical
orange Coyotes.
Spike Gehlhausen and John
Mahler start side by side in
twin ,blue and. yellow team
cars.
The worst are the three
Penske cars. All matching
red, white and blue, their
niunbers are 1, 7 And 71.
"If they're all running
together out on the track, no
one is ever gonna be able to
tell who's who," moaned an
official ,of ABC, which is





ATLANTA (AP)- — "It
doesn't take but two or three
good ones and you are back in
business," says Lanny
Wadkins, the 1977 PGA
champion.
"I guess you have to be
patient," he added. "I'm just
not playing well. The only
consolation is there is plenty
of the year left."
Wadkins, who ranks only
63rd on this year's PGA
money list with $23,702, hopes
to turn around his game today
against an elite field which
begins play in the $200,000
Atlanta Golf Classic.
Hale Irwin, winless this
year but one of only eight
players with more than
$100,000 in earnings this
season, is one of the top
contenders for the $40,000 first
prize.
Irwin won this event in 1975
and 1977. There was no




Player, U.S. Open winner
Hubert Green and Tom
. Watson, this year's leading
money winner who is seeking
his fourth victory of the
season. Player also has won
three titles this year, all in a
row.
Irwin set the tournament
scoring record. in 1975 with a 





victories in 1973 and 1974 and
he won on the this course in
1976 in the first Tournament
Players Championshifi.
Nicklaus lost this title in a
playoff with veteran Gardner
Dickinson in 1971, so it is a
course on which the game's
top player has enjoyed con-
siderable success.
Irwin is confident.
"You like to feel you can win
any tournament you play," he
said.
,.!.1j0,4,44tuatiottlii1464414.um
_conic in knowing you can
win he added. 'That's not to
4,19r you will win. But you know
you can. —Arldr. 'That ' Is 'TM-
portant."
Wadkis isn't 'brimming
with confidence, He simply is
not the same .player he was
last year when he earned
more than $244 ,000,..his career
best. '
Bullets Coach Plans No Major
Changes For Tonight's Contest
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer .
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) —
Washington Bullets Coach
Dick Motta says he plans no
major changes for tonight's




although two of his top players
have offered a suggestion.
Forwards Elvin Hayes and
Bobby Dandridge say a bigger
role for reserve center Mitch
Kupchak codld be the fey to
unclogging the middle and
opening up Seattle's defense.
Hayes and Dandridge, the
Bullets' top two scorers, who
combined to average 39 points
Bullets held a seven-point.2ead
in the opener of the best-of-
seven series when Grevey
retired, but Seattle came back
to win 106-102. 
.
Grevey tested the ankle in
practice Wednesday and
pronounced himself ready for
tonight's game.
"We won't try anything
different," Motta said.
"People have been playing us
the same way all year. We
didn't see anything new on
Sunday. There were no sur-
prises. In maybe 60 of our 82
games, teams , played us that
way — fronting Hayes and
Dandridge and dropping off on
Unseld."
Motta says the answer lies
with the Bullets themselves.
"We have the capability to
counter the things Seattle
did," he said. "I'm not
worried about Seattle. When
the Bullets play right, nobody
can beat us. Half of the time,
we're our own worst enemy."
Seattle Coach Lenny
Wilkens, facing the next two
games of the series on the
road, understandably has
tried to play down the home-
court advantage.
-The home fans are niCe,"
he said. "But we're all
professionals. We've proven
we can win on the road or we
wouldn't have gotten this far."
Playotts At A titmice













. Sunday, June 4
Seattle at Washington, if
necessary
Wednesday, June 7
Washington at Seattle, if
necessary
if
--per game during the -regulair-rem"...°2
season, managed just three;
baskets in- the- second half of I
Sunday's loss. Part of the I
reason, say the Washington 1
forwards, is that Seattle's 71
foot-1 center Marvin Webster, . I
was-able to slough off Ballets1




teams just leave Wes alone
and have their center double-
team us inside. If Wes can't be
more of an offensive threat,
we should use Mitch more.
That would open up things
inside.'.' - -
-They can't gang up on us
when -Mitch is in there,"
agreed Hayes. "When he has
the ball at the top of the key,
they have to respect him
because he can hit that shot."
But replacing Unseld, who
excels _ at rebounding and
setting picks but is a weak
outside shooter, with Kup-
chak, who is more aggressive
offensively, is not the answer
according to Motta.
Bullets guard Kevin
Grevey, who suffered a
sprained left ankle late in
Sundays game but expeets_to__
play tonight, feels that playing
before the expected capacity
crowd of 19,035 at the Capital
Centre should help
Washington.
• 'Their fans got behind them
and got them fired up, which
helped Seattle come back,"
Gi vey 'saidk-"It--should -work
the same way with our fans."
Grevey, a former Univer-
sity of Kentucky star, scored
27 points in the opener. The
4104•044111O 41114•4•14111
RELAX AT ROME
EVERYDAY CAN BE A
VACATION FOR YOU WITH
A-MEMBERSHIP1K—
MURRAY TENNIS CENTER INC.
New Memberships For 1978 Available
Activities Available -
I/ TENNIS: 4 Tennis Courts
Lights For Night Play
Dressing & Restrooms
p/ SWIM: Olympic Size Pool With




Membership Fees Based Upon BtuActihvItusiese wYo-iih L°u WantaToersUse
Single - Husband & Wife.- Farniy
Example: Family Swim Season - $130.00 Per Yr.
_Easy Payment Plan For Initiation lieSeaxmlees
4. )
.-12 -1011411;:.mk Murray Tennis Center Inc.
Hwy. 641 North
753-0129






The Racer's Edge.“1 Add it to
oil for smooth running, extra








"Ace is the place with
the Helpful Hardware Man" TM
24 Oz $189
48 Oz $267
A complete auto body repair
kit. The black plastic body filler








Pure pennsylvania crude refined
under rigid specifications. In













Cleans os it shines you? car
Produces a beautiful high gloss









11.1..•••••••.•  * .
rAligritC $, •
Fiberglass repair kit has every•
thing' for repairing holes, crocks
and denti in metal, wood, plastic.
PAGE 9-A















































Does Not Include Water Pad
Electrical Hook-Up
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Eight Murray High School
men and women tennis
players will be among an
estimated 80 going into
regional tennis competition
Friday.
Both men and womens
regional play begins at 9 a.m.,
according to Dew Drop
Rowlett, coordinator for the
regionals.
Murray High mens netters
Ashley Smock will play in
number I singles, Micky
Cochran, Number II singles.
Mark OVerbey and Mike
Cappock will play in Number I
doubles.
Candy Jackson and Robin
Burke will play in womens
doubles while Carol Dick and
Kathy Outland will compete in
singles.
Mrs. Rowlett said pairings
are still being made today.
The tournament will
probably extend through
-Sunday, she -said Both- the-
"'inner and the runner up in
singles play advance to state
competition, while the *in-
ners in doubles go to the state.
Cards Halt 1 1-Garne
Streak On Denn Arm
BY BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
The St. Louis Cardinals
were beginning to talk to
themselves.. .but nothing
happened until John Denny
started listening..
- "I told myself, 'Enough is
enough!"" the lanky right-
hander said. And with that he
baffled Montreal with a two-
haler that, coupled with Ted
Simmons' twthun single' in
the .third inning, carried the
Cards to a 2-0 victory that
halted their 11-game losing
streak.
In the rest of the National
League, Chicago vaulted pest
Philadelphia and into first
place in the East with a 10-
inning 6-4 victory over the
San Francisco held its
onegame lead in the West with
a 2-0 victory over Houston,
Cincinnati shaded Atlanta 5-4,
San Diego slammed Los.
Angeles 9-3 and Pittsburgh
beat New York 6-5 in 10 in-
nings.
Cubs 6, Phils 4
Manny Trillo's two-run
homer in the 10th inning - on
Gene Garber's first offering
after he hit slugger Dave
Kingman with a pitch -
propelled the Cubs one-half
game ahead of the Phillies in
the East.
The Cubs tied it P-4 in the
ninth when, with two outs,
Steve Ontiveros and Dave
Rader singled and Greg Gross
slashed a triple down the left
field line!
Giants 2, Astros 0
When Vic Harris strolled to
the plate as a sixth-inning
pinch-hitter for pitcher John
Montefusco, the crowd sent a
storm of derision toward
Harris and his manager, Joe
Altobelli.
It was understandable.
Montefusco had a three-hit
shutout going. And Harris had
managed only one hit in 33
previous at bats. But the
Giants also were scoreless, so
Altobelli's move was un-
derstandable. It paid off when
Harris came through with a
two-run single.
Reds 5, Braves 4
The Reds stayed within a
game of San Francisco by
scoring three runs in the
eighth -inning against Atlanta,
the decisive one scoring when
reliever Mickey M,ahler
walked Joe Morgan with the
bases loaded.
Consecutive doubles by
Dave Concepcion and Dan
Driessen off Jamie Easterly
and Mike Lum's pinch single
off Adrian Devine tied it, then
Pete Rose, Cesar Geronino
and Morgan walked.
Padres 9, Dodgers 3
Tucker Astifoi d and joscar
Gamble teamed for five hits
and five runs batted in - each
one hitting a homer =to lead
a-12-hit San Diego assault that
carried the Padres past Los
Angeles and dropped the
Dodgers two games behind the
Giants.
John D'Acquisto bailed
winner Gaylord Perry out of a
bases-loaded, nobody-out jam
in the fifth without permitting
a run, then two-hit the
Dodgers the rest of the way.
Pirates 6, Mets 5
Willie Montanez drove in
four runs with a first-inning
single and home runs in the
top of the eighth and top of the
10th innings.
But Rennie Stennett, who
had singled for a run in the
sixth, drilled a two-run single
in the bottom of the 10th to win




FRI. & SAT. ONLY
eons AIICTIU114110U,u - I III
()PEN LATE FRI. NITE
SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!
Wilson 1200 Irons 19 )
Wilson Staff Irons 9)
Lynx Master Irons ( 9)
Lynx Predator Irons (9)
Spalding TopFlite Irons ( 8 )
Spalding Executive Irons 18 )
Spalding Elitelrons ( 9)
MacGregor JN-VIP Irons ( 9)
Ping Irons (9)
Power-Bilt Citation Irons (9)
Ben Hogan Director Irons ( 91
Dunlop Maxpower trans (a )
Dunlop Maidli Irons (8)
First Flight PhD Irons (9)
Ladies Spalding Beginner Set.
Youth Ram Set (10 C. set)
WINGFOOT GOLF SHOP
Pro-Line Golf Equipment













































Golf Balls $11.15 On.






Royal, 'Nerd A Other
Golf Shoos UM Ti
$21.00 Off.
Carts, lags, Headman, &lovas, kips, Potters, Umbrellas, Utility Clubs _
Ion's/Ladies Gott Wear (hod, PGA, Royal, David Smith, Rochelle & Others)
UP TON% OFF




1 large cole slaw • 1 large baked beans
1 large mashed potatoes.] large gravy ..1.pkg. of rolls
11••=-0••••••-•
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A Special Tribute To All
Americans
V.
* Memorial Day - a time when
Americans throughout the nation
pay tribute to all those who died


































































































































































LOCAL ISSUES FORE M





( Editor's Note: Over one year ago,
the Local Issues Forum, sponsored by
the Ledger and Times, the Kentucky
Humanities Council, and the College of
Humanistic Studies at Murray State
University, began with an article of-
fering contrasting opinions on the "wet-
dry" issue. That particular issue, still
unresolved, was discussed earlier this
month at a public for= at the Murray-
Calloway County library and has been
the subject of continuing concern in
these pages. The following article, the
last in the current Local Issues series,
attempts to treat the underlying value
quest-n:1ns sometimes ignored in
discussions of this issue. The director
and editors of the Local Issues Forum
wish to thank all citizens who
responded, by word, deed, or in print, to
issues raised in this space during the
past fifteen months.)
+ + +
When it come time to vote for or
against the sale of alcoholic beverages
in Murray, what is really at stake for
many local citizens-especially for
natives of this area?
Here, due in large part to ow
religious heritage, •where a person
stands on the "wet-dry" issue can be
one clear indication of whether or not
one "belongs," whether or not one
shares those deep-seated values that
many natives assume_ have. "a1wai_s2____
constiiiitiefeier moral ConsensuL.
Where one stands on the local option,
issue has become a test of one's
belonging, rather than a matter of
whether or not one drinks or whether or
not one would like to see alcoholic
beverages sold in Murray.
The oft-heard expression: "if people _.
voted the way they drink, Murray
would have a Ilissir store torriOrrow."--
may well be true. It seems reasonably
clear that many who do use alcohol
prefer to stand with the dries on this
issue. These people justify their action
by saying: "Murray is a nice com-
munity. If it were wet, its character
would change and there is no guarantee
that this change would be for the bet-
ter."
Many Murrayans who argue that the
city should remain officially "dry"
realize that many people drink and that
some drink to excess. They will tolerate
alcohol use and even abuse so long as
there is no public break with the com-
munity's moral standards.
A liquor store in Murray, or even a
local option election, would be tangible
proof that not all local citizens agreed,
even on important moral questions.
This disagreement itself calls into
question the very existence of a real
community, a community that shares
certain fundamental value.
These may'be the real questions. Do
we all share the same moral values? if
not, should we encourage debate on




Concerning Lowell Atchley's column
of May 19, 1978:
I take pen in hand to say, "I'd doff my
fedora to ya" (if I had a fedora to doff)
for your column on Mayor Henley's
protest gesture.
Atchley's column is well done, and in
good, light-hearted taste.
One could also say there seems to be
a "fishy smell" coming from the
direction of city hall but I'd rather the
mayor and city council voted to fix the
potholes and get my garbage pickup '
days straight and then maybe they will.
get my vote next election.
Oh, well, suffice to say, the column
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what community standards should be?
When people become quite
emotional-as they often do-over the
"wet-dry" issue, they often lose sight of
these question. The "dry" place great
stock in implicit, unspoken, shared
moral agreement. The "wets" -place
equally great stock in arriving at public
decisions through an explicit process of
deliberate debate.
Many "dries" believe that all sincere
people-especially all sincere
ChriStians-wIlI fundamentally agree
on which style of life is best.
Therefore, many "dries" cannot
imagine how anyone could sincerely
believe that being a wet community
would be a preferable option that would
enhance the quality of life.
Many "wets," on the other hand, in
addition to favoring the sale of alcoholic
beverages, also expect that people may
often disagree with one another
profoundly and sincerely about which
style of life is best.
Therefore, many "wets" cannot
imagine bow anyone could reasonably
object to the public discussion of life-
style issues; they tend to be confident
that such issues can be peacably settled
by sincere men and women.
Since this issue raises important
questions about the very nature of
community, not to mention the personal
moral questions, it is not surprising
that many find the position of those on
the other side hopelessly naive or
suspiciously ignorant or even literally
--unthinkable. Given this situation, it is
not surprising that many find it hatd to
discuss the "wet-dry" question
rationally.
But there are probably more wets
than dries who trust that a rational
consideration of the issue will favor
their position. This is in Dart due to the
belief of many wets that their position is
-the more. realistic one. Since alcohol
use and abuse are already a part of the
Murray scene, the official
acknowledgement of that will allow us
to control traffic in alcohol and work
more directly to curb its abuse.
However, those who say this are
claiming that Murray is not, in fact, a
dry community; this claim challenges
the dries to take a troublesome skeleton
out of our community closet. Nobody
likes to do that-or to admit openly that
this blemish on the community's
character may be permanent. To this,
the dries respond that if Murray goes
wet, the "blemish" of alcoholism may
become a cancer; the wet claim that
this blemish is already a cancer, one
that can't be properly treated because
it is not publicly admitted.
To many "wets," to talk of shared
moral values or of a moral consensus is
mere nostalgia_ They cite the
presistence of the local option
discussion as evidence that, though
there may once have been a consensus,
there no longer is one. The best one can
hope for, they say, is to arrive at a
community decision, a choice, based
upon a deliberate discussion of the
merits or demerits of, for example, a
 liquor store in Murray.
Since this issue is complicated and
the choice, if we have one, is not en-
tirely what it appears to be on the
surface, some doubt that we can agree
or disagree or that we can disagree
agreeably on this question of local op-
tion. If and when this issue comes to a





When I consider thy heavens the
work of thy fingers, the moon and the
stars, which thou hast ordained; what
is man, that thou art mindful of himf
Psalm 8:3-4
Man is so small in the overall plc
ture of this world, yet God loved in-
significant man so much that He sent
JëiiiitTihT to die for him 0 what
love!
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on lts page are
presented for the ptirpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger dr
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
' be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or,the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
r article.. to 'respond. with-their-
feetiolp • on- the-- partfrulpr issues
bigrig dIsais-s-ed Infir.to ffie
editor.
-11y-the same token,, if an issue has
not been discussed on this paye and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
... .. .









"Trying to get the jump on me, eh-?"
II NI .1 ,arn,it
The Hopkinsville Tornado
Ripped Through Fond Memories
A day or so after the tornado swept
across Trigg and Christian Counties
May 12, I noticed in The Courier-
Journal that the Dade farm, some six
'miles west of Hopkinsville on 272, had
been heavily damaged.
This is one of two farms upon which I
had many happy experiences as a boy.
For several years back then, I would
spend the entire summer - from the
Saturday after school was t-.N. until the
Sunday before it started - with an
uncle and aunt on their 400-acre farm
one mile east of the Dade place. --
There arethree of the Dade.boyscand.
with exception of Charles, who was
older and had little time for us younger
fellows, two of my closest friends-over
there were William and Peter. They
had an older sister, Lucy, who went into
nursing in Nashville. William-, sttfl
bachelor, has lived on the place all of
. his life. Peter, now a retired Air Force_
colonel, lives in Hopkinsville. Charles
left for aswhife to become a Sinclair Oil
Company man, but returned some
years ago to run the farm with William.
---------- - h-t-++++ —
Many are the times that I've spent
the night in the Dade home, a big, two-
story, colonial place with more rooms
than I can remember. And, too, -many
are the meals I have eaten with that
big, happy family in that big dining
room of theirs - Mr. Lucien presiding
at the head of the table and Mrs. Dade,
a gracious little lady and the epitome of
the Old South, at the other end directing
the flow of not biscuits from the kit-
chen. An elderly uncle, Uncle Gus, and
a brother of Mr. Lucien's also lived
there.
Last week, enroute to Louisville, I
turned off 68 at 272 and saw first-hand
what the tornado had done to this area
of my youth.
The first signs of its fury were seen
just as you pass over 1-24. The nice, new
brick home just on the right had lost its
roof. Highway crews still were clearing
the road of trees, utility poles and
debris, although this was five days
after the storm.
At the little Julian community, the
old blacksmith shop to which I used to
proudly ride my uncle's aging horse to
be shod had escaped damage. A barn 50
feet behind it, however, had been
destroyed as had been one just across
the road.
A quarter-mile away, the Hosiard
Stowe place was virtually destroyed -.
house, barns, sheds, everything. This
stately old two-story home with its long,
arrow-straight driveway had long been
a West Christian landmark. When I was
a boy, it was the home of Col. Will
Stallings who was chief of the White
House Secret Service detail during the
Coolidge, Hoover And early Roosevelt
administ,ations.
++++++




fields and on down the road toward
Hopkinsville is the Dade place. It tore
my heart to see what the tornado had
done to it. Although I hadn't seen
William in 40 years, I recognized him
talking with someone in the yard, so I
stopped for a visit.
Every barn and shed on the 343-acre
place had been blown down or away.
Combines, tractors, wagons and other
equipment were buried beneath piles of
twisted metal and splintered wood.
Most of the big, majestic trees in the
onelarre yard had either been snapped
off.or toga up ti' their roots. Already the-.
chain saws had been at work cutting
them up.
The house, built in 1852 and home of
the Dades for 126 years, miraculously
escaped great damage. A falling tree
had smashed-one corner-of en-upstairs-,
bedroom and a chimney. was gone, but
it had..withstood it welL
One tree had fallen across William's
pickup truck, smashing it flat. Charles'
Lincoln Continental, parked within
three feet of the pickup, had been only
scratched by-falling limbs. - -
The big heart-tugger, though, was the
loss of a big, historic, silver leaf maple
tree, the-real lord. of the yard and a
landmark in that part of the country for
decades. Some 60 feet tall and almost
six feet in diameter in the trunk, it had
been uprooted and lay, like a fallen
redwood, alongside the house,
The towering -cedars around the
family cemetery out in the garden,
Washington Today
\
some three feet or more in. diameter,
had been twisted off about eyeball from
the ground, their splintered trunks
mute evidence of the force, of the wind.
You can see my uncle's place - now
the home of a Hopkinsville banker -
from the Dade yard. You couldn't used
to, but the years have taken their toll on
the trees as more and more new ground
has been cleared.
I didn't stop there. I didn't have the
heart. With exception of some trees in
the 300-yard-deep front lawn, it looked
fairly, intact, although 1.000101 quite
see the house, as historic a ote as the
Dades'. Several feet of the silo was
gone, as was the roof from the stable.
The old tobacco barn down in the field
and in whose shaded doorways I often
cultivator in front of my uncle, was still
_standing. Some of its rusty, corrugated
roofing had been ripped away,
however.
++++++
From there on into Hopkinsville, the
-path of the tornado was easily followed
- a home destroyed here and there,
others nearby left untouched. Like
William Dade, the folks over there are
picking up the pieces and starting over
again.
"I'm going-to get a bulldozer in here
and clean all this up," William said.
"Then I'm going to plant some more
trees and hope I live long enough to see






WASHINGTON ( AP) - President
Carter is losing some highly-placed
blacks from his executive office staff
even as he continues his effort to recruit
a prominent black for his personal
senior staff.
Against this backdrop, it seemed a bit
strange last week that the White House
passed up a chance to do some tub-
thumping to promote a new presiden-
tial initiative on behalf of women and
litijiut ities. 
On May 15, at an hour when relatively
few reporters were at the White House,
the office of Press Secretary Jody
Powell handed out, without explanation
or elaboration, the text of an (executive
order dealing with panels Carter
created to recommend nominees for
vacant federal circuit coart judgeships.
Only a line-by-line comparison of this
document with a similar order Carter
issued a month after taking office re-
vealed that the only difference between
them was the addition of the following
sentence in the 1978 version:
"Each panel is encouraged to make
special efforts to seek out and identify
well qual fied women and members of
minority groups as potential nomi-
bees.::
• ' As president Carter has nominated
• 10 eircUlt tudgep.- Tsrone was a woman.
• Three were members of rninorititok
— - - • : TN-dries reveated that the president
wanted to emphasize his quest for more
women and minority judges because
Congress is expected to pass legislation
to create 35 additional circUit
judgeships. 1
In response to a question,. Carter's
deputy press secretary, Rex Granirn,
suggested no special effort was made to
call attention. to the order because the
president had made a one-sentence
reference to it in his much-publicized
May 4 Law Day speech in Los Angeles.
But few headlines on that occasion
dealt with the planned order. The big
news was Carter's scolding lecture to
the legal profession.
Meanwhile, White House aides say
the president remains hopeful that
Richard G. Hatcher, the black mayor of
Gary, Ind., will agree to join the White
House senior staff. There now are two
women on the senior staff but no blacks.
Coincidentally, five blacks holding
staff positions within the Executive
Office of the President have quit or are
about the leave. At least two of them
are known to be unhappy about life in
the Carter administration, but some
others are getting better jobs.
Lawrence A. Bailey, a deputy
assistant to Carter who worked with
Cabinet Secretary Jack Watson, quit to
go with the First African-Arabian Corp
Re was displeased about limited op-
portunity to influence policy.
Dennis 0. Green, a former aide to
Qttroit acgjlL
leave his post as an associate driector
of the • (Nike of 'Management and
Budget next month. Reportedly unhap-
py' over -Carter's budget for urban
spendirig, Green will become a Ford
Moter Co. executive.
Kurt SChmoke left Carter's domestic
policy staff early this month and is
rumored in line for another post. Two




Martha Kemp and Kim Smith have
been named as honor graduates of the
1967-68 senior class at the Murray
University School, according to Vernon
Ssown, director.
Deaths reported include Landis
Stubblefield and Mrs. Esther McCabe,
age 73.
Jackie Mason Canady, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Canady, has enlisted in the
U. S. Army.
Nanette Solomon and Debbie Dibble
of Murray, Janie Morris of Kuttawa,
Vicki Russell of Mayfield, Kay Garrett
of Morehead, Mini Lester of Cadiz,
Anna Holmes of Sturgis, and Cathy
Sales of Louisville have been elected as
cheerleaders at Murray State
University.
Artie Haneline, Aileen Palmer, Susan
Young, Dibble Russell, Milissa Trees,
Max Cleaver,_ Diane Donelson, Anita
Pendergrass, and Martha Beale are
new officers of the CallewaY County
High School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America.
20 Years Ago
Verne 0. Kyle, general manager of
the Murray Manufacturing Company,
was named as the "Man of the Year" at
the annual dinner of the Murray.
Chamber of Commerce held May 23 at
the Kenlake Hotel. Ernest R. Mitchell, .
president of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, was the featured speaker. ,
Deaths reported include Clay 1,
McClure, age 83.
Nine sets of twins are enrolled at
Almo High School this year. They are •
Brenda and Linda Johnston, Vicki and
Ricki Hopkins, Dick and 'Torn x
Schroeder, Garry and Larry Edwards, O
Carolyn and Marilyn Garrison, Ricky
and Randy Young, Glenda and Linde
Canady, Suzanne and Suzette Evans, t
and Brenda and Linda Parker.
Installed as new officers of the k
Murray Woman's Club were Mrs. "'$.
Charles Clark, Mrs. J. I. Hosick, Mrs. *
CC. Lowry, Mrs. N. B. Ellis, Mrs. John
Pasco, and Mrs. R. H. Robbios. Mrs.
Ralph Edrington, governor of the first
district, was guest speaker at the
dinner held May 23 at the club house.
Bob G. Neale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan G. Neale, will graduate with the
S: degree in engineering from the .-1-;




girls, parents, and leaders attended lbs ' 
one-hundred 4-H Chib boys,
annual 4-H Racy DS Y held May 21 at
Murray High School. John Brimless
devotional speaker.
Bids for the installation of air con-
ditioning equipment in the Fine Arts
Building on the Murray State College
campus will be accepted until June 11
by the Board of Regents, according to
Acting President M. 0. Wrather.
Deaths reported include Mrs. E. C.
Mathis.
Helene Hatcher, on leave of absence
from Murray State College to serve as
specialist for georaphy and con-
servation in the U. , S. Office of
Education, Washington, D. C., has been
Invited to serve on the national com-
mittee on policies in conservation
education.
L. G. Walker, T. L Campbell, Leslie
Gilbert, J. 4, Thurman, Leon Win-
chester, H. F. Paschall, T. T. Crabtree,
Wendell H. Hone, and L. D. Wilson will
be speakers at the Fifth Sunday
meeting to be held by the Blood River
Baptist Association May 28 to 30 at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 25, the 145th:
day of 1978. There are 220 days left in;
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1944, in World War
the Anzio Beachhead in Italy was linked,
with the Allied front.
On this date:
In 1803, poet and philosopher Ftalpli
Waldo Emerson was born in Boston.
In 1836, Rep. John Quincy Ada*,
opposed- the annexation of Texas in a;
speech in the House, saying the move::
.could trigger a war with Mexico.
In 1862, Confederate troops under-
General Stonewall Jackson defeated a.
Union force in the Civil War Battle ot.
Winchester, Va.
In 1961, President John Kennedy:
asked the nation to strive to sen‘
ericans to the moon within the next:-
ade.
Ip 1967, the U.S. State Department
órttajed wives and children of.
American officials to leave Egypt ant
Israel because of the danger of war.
In 1970, the United States placed thee
first of its MIRV missiles in un.:
des-ground concrete silos at an Air:
Force base at Minot, North Dakota.
--Ten-yews age- Striking weakere-10-
-F-xance itaincei a 35 percent increase-in. -
minimum wages.
Five years ago. Hector _L'acuptica was..
inaugurated as President of Argentina
with an elected government, ending
seven years of military rule.
One year ago: In Israel, former
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan agreed
to serve as Foreign Minister in a
coalition goverment headed by
Menahem Begin.
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MOON LIGHTMLE
Friday, May 26-6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
LARGE GROUP BOYS ci ClAIS
DRESS PANTS & JEANS
$500
DRESSES & ENSEMBLES





Reg. Piked to $9.00 New
$.500-
WINDBREAKER'S Sr°.
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SWEEPING STATEMENTS—Cliff Heegel Holds a young audience enthralled with his
explanation of the trade of chimney sweeping. Heegel talked to the youngsters during
- -a recent Murray-Calloway County Public library "story hour." Heegel, 25, is proprietor
of "Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps" of Murray. He told the children about his trade. and
later signed autographs.














jUilkrat Never Less Than $100.00)























Associated Press Writer .
WASHINGTON ( API —
_ virlPni-P is _piling up that
shows Cuban forces in Angola
— already accused of training
Katangan insurgents — en-
couraged and instigated the




The source, who asked not to
be identified, said there was
"considerable" evidence
behind U.S. suspicions about
Cuban support for the bloody,
but brief takeover of the
mining town of Kolwezi.
But the source added, We
cannot make a categorical
statement (proving the Cuban
role)."
Earlier Wednesday, White
House Press Secretary Jody
Powell said the United States
has gathered new evidence
suggesting the rebels had been
trained by Cuban forces. Cuba
denies that role.
Iii_ukhe was uncertain as to
whether Cuban troops ac-
tually . took part in the in-
vasion, saying, We just don't
have enough information to
prove it one way or the other."
So far there are estimates
that as many as 120
Europeans — mainly Belgians
and French living in Kolwezi
— were killed by the invaders.
Nearly two weeks ago, the
, rebels crossed into southern
Zaire across northern Zambia
from bases in Angola. There
are thousands of Cuban troops
and advisers in that country
whieh -la - -governed by a
Marxist regime that took
control in 1976.
the rebels represent Lunde
tribesmen whose traditional
homeland lies in both Angola
and Zaire. They were driven
into Angola in the mid-1960's
when the central Zairean
government, with help from
U.N. troops, crushed their
secessionist rebellion
Regarding Angola, Powell
said that top administration
officials are considering
sending U.S. aid to guerrillas
still fighting against the
Angolan regime
said • President -
__Car ie;.--lias—mot:-. decided
whether Lb seek repeal of the
Clark imperidnient which bars
military assistance to any
fartion in Angola unless the
aid is authorized by Congress
As the United States con-
. The fifth longest river system
In North America is the Yukon
River, which is 1,979 miles
- long.
eiders what to do to prevent
the situation in _Zaire from
becoming worse, State
Department African experts
say the country is plagued by
corrultion and inefficiency,
still seriously threatened by.





Say. 20-33% on Samsonite's Silhouette
Beg. Sale
Price Price









































Don't Forget Pickens' Has Plumbing!




Friday Night, May 26th
From 6 until 9 P.M.
For
"MOONLIGHT MADNESS"
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GERALDINE and TERRY SYKES, Mgrs. — MIKE SYKES. Sflprias
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FOODS SERIES LESSONS—Mrs. Clara Burnley, standing left, was instructor or t e
series of foods lessons held each Monday for six weeks in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Elkins by the Bobcat 4—H Club. The class, "Off To A Good Start" stressed the
importance of eating a proper breakfast, table setting, serving techniques, and
preparing the breakfast. Two films, "Mr. Toothtown U.S.A." and "Food Dollars and Sen-
se" were also shown. The last class featured a breakfast prepared by class members.
Those attending were Linda Ahart, fammy Belcher, jeanna Cooper, Jeff Cooper, Mark













YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER Its MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
WiW COT and JOHN SiHS, OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST. PHONE 753-1585
A GIFT...
U.S. savings Bond
direct from General Electric
on retail purchases of selected models
from now through May 31,1978.
$50 Bond
S25 Bond
direct from GE when you buy this
- GE QUALITY-BUILT CONVERTIBLE/
PORTABLE POTSCRUBBER •
DISHWASHER
5 Wash Cycles, incl Power Scrub • for pots.
pans Powerful 3-Level Wash Action
Energy-Saying Drying Option Portable
now/Built-in anytime.
,„-*freeDelivery
.-tr Service The Same
Day You Call - -
*90 Days Some As
Cash Up To 24 Months To Pay
direct from GE
when you buy this
GE QUALITY-BUILT




Big 6.97 cu. ft. freezer.
Energy-Saver Switch. See-
thru Crispers, Meat Keeper.




direct from GE when you buy this
GE QUALITY-BUILT COMPACTOR
—REDUCES TRASH VOLUME
Round Container with convenient Carry-
Handle. Powerful compacting mechanism. ,
Lock Control System. Built-in Storage
Compartment Automatic Odor control
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George M. Riemin'` of
Murray Route Six died
Wednesday at two p.m. at his
home. He was 69 years of age,
a member of the Peoples
Church of Chicago, and a
retired welder.
Born Jan. 20, 1909, in
Indiana, he was the son of the
late Everett Rieman and Jean
Morrison Rieman.
•Mr. Rieman is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Gladys
Rieman, Murray Route Six;
one son, Roderick J. Rieman,
West Meunt, IL; one sister,
Mrs. Isabel Chapman, Port
Shalet, Fla.; two grand-
children.
Memorial services will be
held Saturday at ten a.m. at ,
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos of-
ficiating. Cremation will be
held for the body and there
will be no visitation.
James Deweese Is
Dead At Age Of 68
James (Baby) Deweese,
retired superintendent of the
Graves County 'Schools, died
this morning at 5:25 a.m. at
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 68 years of
age and resided on the Cuba
Road, Mayfield.
Survivors include L11S wife,
Mrs. Martha Dell Deweese,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. L.
V. Crouse, Memphis, Tn.; one
brother, Clyde 0. Deweese,
Springfield, Mo.; one cousin,
James L. Haworth, Frankfort.
The Byrn Funeral Horne on
Mayfield will be in charge of




To Be Held Friday
Mrs. lieulah_Farris of
Puryear, Tn. died Wednesday
at two p.m. at her home_She
was 89 years of age and a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church.
The deceased was married
in November 1908 to Luther
Farris who died in 1960. Born
March 15, 1889, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Lee Myers and
Mary Ray Myers.
Mrs. Farris is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Leona
Townsend, Puryear, In.;
three sons, Homer Farris and
Otven Farris, Murray and
James Lester Farris, Paris,
Tn.; four sisters, Mrs. Modena
Orr, Murray, Mrs. Jennie Cole
and Mrs. Jessie Styles, St.
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Ruby
Cole, Los Angeles, Calif.; one
brother, Claude Myers, Hazel;
three grandchildren; two
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at. 2:30 p.m. at the Le
Don Chapel of the Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tn., with
burial to follow in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.




Mrs. Edger C. (Alma)
Youngblood, formerly of
Calloway County, died this
morning at the Conununity
Hospital, Mayfield. She was 86
years of age and a resident of
112 Trice Road, Mayfield.
Born July 7, 1891, she was
the daughter of the late
Erestus Crider and Mary E.
Waggoner Crider. One
daughter, Mrs. Nell Hawkins,
preceded her mother in death.
Mrs. Youngblood is sur-
vived by her husband, Edger
C. Youngblood, Mayfield; six
sons, Leon, Gay, L. V., Burl,
and Carlos Youngblood, all of
Mayfield, and Joe
Youngblood, Tampa. Fla.;
three sisters, Mrs. 011is Smith,
Tampa, Fla., Mrs. Daisy






Saturday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeuel
Home, Mayfield, with burial
to follow in the highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield. -
Friends may call at the
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Fainily Shoe Store
"Show Time of Values
Savings from 20% to 50%
prices Good Friday 26
and Saturday 27th
Women's Dress Heels, Wedges, Casuals & Salmi*








All Other Merchandise 6
20% Discount including LI
Men's Woysnborg dross & work shoos
City Club dross & work shoe
Rod Wing loots
Register for Theatre Tickets
To Be Given Away





(AP) — Public Safety Com-
missioner Hansel House, on
behalf of the entire
- -city
commission, was scheduled to -
appear before Jessamine
Counts. Fiscal Court Thursday:
to appeal for better en-
forcement of dog ordinances.
City commissioner Jim
Mason said Tuesday he had
received a complaint that the
county dog warden could not
be reached to deal with dog
problems.
"People are really upset,"
Mason said. "If the court
doesn't do something, then I
• think this commission
should."
The county dog pound






Prices of stock of local interest a4
wen, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & /Woes by First of Illdigaig
Corp.. of Mtrray , are as Mows: ,




















Needy, IS% bid, 28% ask,5
re°
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.6
down 0.1.
Below dam 317.6 down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.7.












You can never have
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STUDENT COUNCIL ELECT — Pictured are student council members-elect at'
Calloway "County High for next school year. Seated, from left, is Amanda Dunn,
parliamentarian, Susan Byars, secretary, LaDonne Dowdy, president, and Carol Kemp,
treasurer. Standing is Mike Rogers, left, reporter, and Ricky Garland, vice-president. . .
McBrayer To Ask Authorities
To Assess Rail Car Shortages
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Coal operators have won
agreement from state Com-
merce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer to ask federal
authorities to look into rail car
shOrtages in Kentucky.
But McBrayer said Wed-
nesday he will do so only after
he obtains documented
evidence from the operators
deta ling the necessity.
He acceded to the request of
sever) coal representatives
after a meeting in his office.
Some of the seven operators
also are leaders of local coal
associations and thus
presumably speak also for
more operators.
The session was an
outgrowth of a recent public
Conference on the rail car
shortage. That resulted in
appointment of a 21-member
committee with McBrayer as
chairman.
The conclusion of those who 
guided the so-called summit
meeting of businessmen and
railroad executives on the car
shortage was that it was an
acute problem only. with the
Louisville & Nashville •
Railroad.
Some of the operators
 Wednesday with
McBrayer professed concern
about repercussions by LdeN if
they took their case to
Washington and made
themselves known.
They. asked McBrayer, a
probable Democratic can-
didate for governor in 1979
with state administration
favor, to ask for an audience
with the Interstate Commerce
Commission which controls
the railroads.
They also asked him to seek
from Kentucky's
congressional delegation a full
investigation of why there is a
severe coal car shortage.
McBrayer said he needed
facts to present and the coal
men promised to provide him
with the information.
An unsuccessful bill in thr
1978 legislative session would
have provided for a $200
million bond issue to ease the
rail car shortage and get coal
out from Eastern Kentucky
mines.
Friday & Saturday Only!
May 26th & 27th
Come Downtown and ,
Join in the Fun I
Kentucky State Secretary McClure Asks
Auditor Atkins For Breakdown OfTlihts
resultiniBy SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) —
State Finance Secretary
Russell McClure has given
state Auditor George Atkins a
list of 50 flights purportedly
taken by Atkins on state
aircraft, and has asked the
auditor to try to recall which
were personal.
Atkins, who has questioned
Gov. Julian Carroll's use of
state aircraft for personal
trips, already has sent a check
reimbursing the state fol.'
three of his own personal
flights on state planes.
Wednesday's action was
part of a meeting between
McClure and Atkins which
turned a mild con-
frontation when McClure, who
had asked for the session,
became annoyed at the
unexpected presence of two
news reporters in the auditor's
office.
McClure told Atkins he
"would appreciate it very
much if you quit generalizing
(about use of state planes by
Gov. Julian Carroll and others
in the administration )...I
think you're demogoging it
for political purposes."
The finance secretary said
the plane problem could have
been solved by the auditor
-without grandstanding.",
The incident was another
episode in the continuing
dispute ovart use of state
planes, with Atkins charging
abuses by the governor and
lack of coordinated policy by
the administration.
Atkins, a factional foe of the
Democratic administration, is
almost finished with an audit
of the state's 13-craft air fleet.
As Atkins described 
hisviewon principles involv d,
McClure accused him of
hurting the morale' of state's
air organization by unfair
criticism.
' Atkins has said the governor
should pay the state for flights
made on state planes by
--ca children and C ildre—  ha
sent the 'finance agency a $456
check for three flights the
auditor said could be-charged
to himself.
Although McClure's , list
adde 50 more flights, the
finance secretary did not sa
Atkins made anywhere .near
that number for personal
purposes.
But I have reason to
believe it's more than he
reported," McClure , told
newsmen after his talk with
Atkins.
He added that in the final
analysis, "I will decide,"
which trips are reimbursable
to the state.
McClure said one of his -
other reasons for meeting with
the auditor was to say that he
has been checking with ex-
perts on non-commercial
flying and they have advised
billing passengers when
necessary on a straight cost
basis rather than a per hour
formula.
He said he believes this ratio
would result in lower charges
for the personal passengers.
"There's one other item I
wished to discuss with you,"
McClure told Atkins, and
looking at the reporters ad-
ded: "but I'm reserving it in a
letter."
It was McClure who pointed
out some rides on state planes
by Atcins' children, after the
auditor criticized the free use




his family for vacations and
personal trip.
McClure continued to
decline to accept the $456
check from Atkins, saying he
would retain it for the time.
Atkins said that if other
flights on the list of 53 "meet
the definition of -personal use,
I'll be glade to make
reimbursement."
McClure challenged Atkins'
charge of sloppy or skimpy
records for those who fly
aboard state craft.
He %It'd that except for the
governor and lieutenant
governor, all relevant data is
supposed to be logged for
flights.
And for the governor,
McClure added -by iivaaa
later, he is about to work out a
system which would give
necessary details — such as
departure, destination,
number - of passengers and
return time.
The furor started when it
was learned that Carroll's,
large state plane, supposedly
bound for Florida for his
recent two week vacation,
actually had gone to the
_Bahamas without any public
indication or announcement
by the governor's office.
CARBONDALE:, Ill, 1API —
Blind - residents in this college
town may be getting a "sonic
boon" to assist them in cross-
ing streets with a specially de-
signed traffic signal, reports
Southern Illinois University.
This seeing-eye traffic signal
is a squawk box which trans-
lates "Walk" and "Don't Walk"
commands into high-pitched
noises which tell the blind when
to cross and when to stay on
the curb.
The Sono Guide, being tested
for the first time here, was
Invented by Alfred C. Erickson,
of Michigan City, Ind. It
-resembles a square speaker and
is the same sjze as the
Ulf vats rig 3 gnals. whit
whit+ 14 4e lynchronfted:
Drivers and workers near the '
Anataitaben..4urva".!:omplskOk -
that the devices sonic signala
are distracting. But, says Chris
Ethier, of the college's office of
Speicalized Student Services,
for it to be effective over the
din of traffic,.the auditory sig-
nal must be loud enough for the
blind to hear.
The controversy has led to
disclosures about additional
personal trips and has drawn
bitter comment from the
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.





THE ROSES THAT BLOOM IN THE SUN...
ArelM prettiest of all when they're still buds strewn on a
mock eyelet background... on a poly, cotton sun-dress
caught at the shoulders with adjustable bow-tied straps, and
shaed by an elasticized back. Strokes of border print, for em-
phasis. . . a new longer length, for fashion. . . to wear











*2 Piece short sleeve print poly dress
with scarf, asst. colors. Comparable to
$42.00
*2 Piece sleeveless print dress with
blouson top, black, beige, comparable to
*2 Piece short sleeve print dress, black,
beige, comparable to $42.00 $
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, WINNERS IN DENS of the 1978 Pinewood Derby held by
Cub Scouts Pack -76 of North Calloway Elementary
school were, left to right, Mark Thorn, Dent; Jody Lassiter,
:Den Z Scott Wallis, Den 3; Steve Sheppard, Den 4.
DAVID MILLER of Den 3 of
Cub Scouts Pack 76 of North
Calloway Elementary School
was named winner f thas o e
most orignial built car at the
1978 Pinewood Derby. _
R.B. BARTON, JR., was win-
ner of Dad's Derby Race in
the 1978 Pinewood Derby
held by Cub Scouts Pack 76
of North Calloway Elemen-
tary School
RANDY DUNN of Den 2 of
Cub Scouts rack 76 of North
Calloway Elementary SchoOl
was named as winner of the
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Appliances Are Our ON Y
flawless I
1401 W. MAIN. PHONE153-4682 Specials GoodThrough Wed., May 24
We Reserve Ka 1* 1. Link Osietilies
WE GEARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
OPEN ALL DAY MEMORIAL DAY
Number One
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Tobacco is still Kentucky's
No.1 money-making crop, but
its share of the state's farm .
income has dropped eight
percent in the last 10 years,
according to a U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture report.
The report says tobacco
accounted for .41.6 percent of
Kentucky's farm income in:
,1967, compared to, only 33.8
percent in 1977.
In six tobacco-producing,.
states — Georgia, Kentucky,. •
North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee and
Virginia — tobacco sales, on
the average, accounted for 28
percent of all farm cash
receipts from 1955 to 1959.




agricultural economics at the
University of Kentucky, said
Wednesday • that actual •
tobacco dollars did not
decline.
"There's been a rapid
increase in the production of
other things," he said. "Total
income in state agriculture
has increased and total in-
come in tobacco has in-
creased. But, because of
quotas and the demand in the
market, you don't have that
increase in the percentage of
tobacco income."
The report did not :-,,lecify
what farm products took -
larger shares of Kentucky's
market, but it listed tobacco,
cattle, calves, dairy products,
corn and soybeans as the
leading commodities in 1976,
according to cash receipts.
State Agriculture Com-
missioner Tom Han-is said
tobacco has been the only
farni crop to remain stable
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with lemon 8 Sugar
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Pony Pull Will
Be On Saturday
A Sportsman Pony Pull
sponsored by the Calloway
County Athletic Boosters
Club, will be htqd at the West
Keatucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, Murray State
University, on Saturday, May
V.
The weigh in will be from
nine a.m. to twelve noon and
the pull will start at one p.m_
Featured will be three classes
true percesdage and prizes
will began at $25.
All proceeds will go to
benefit the athletic program of
.all the Calloway County
Schools, according to Jerry
(Red) Overbey. club
President
Over bey also announced the
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will have an
important meeting on
.Thursday, June 1, at seven
p.m. at the caferteria at













UBRARY FASHION SHOW—Fashions for the summer were shown at the fashion show, coordinated by Kay Ray,
held at the Calloway County Public Library luncheon on May 23. Betty Lowry, seated left, was the narrator. Models
were, left to right, seated, Janne Hughes, Trina's Action Wear Carrie Peale, Bright* Georgianna Moffitt, Dennison-
Hunt Pat Weathedy and Sue Overbey,littleton'x Lillie Johnson, Trina's Action Wear; Rainey Apperson, Dennison-
Nine standing, Patsy Oakley, The Place; Edna Vance, Dottie Shop; jenny Thompson, Bright's; Lynn Houston and
Shirley Boone, Mademoiselle; Jenny Morgan, Dor-Mae Fashions; Frances Vance, Dottie Shop; Mary Jane Jackson,
The Place; not pictured, Carolyn Sexton, Dor-Mae Fashions. The patio style decorations were furnished by Gene &
Jo's Florist. Carolyn Adams was the general chairman for the luncheon and was assisted by other members of the








'DEAR ABBY:. What happens to parents when they
become grandparents? Mine are too young to be getting
senile, but they certainly don't show nearly the good
judgment in handling MY children that they:did when they
--raised- me-. - - --
My parents ruled their children with an iron hand. No
_ ascere were_telcland if we fotgot our
manners, we heard about it. We we,&en't permitted to eat
• between meals, and we had to-be in bed with lights out at a
certain time, and no nonsense
But you should see the way they handle our children! All
rules and regulations laid down at home are out the
window at the -grandparents' house. The kids whine and
beg until they get their own way: They talk back, and ale
fed soft drinks, candy and cookies—all they want at all
hours. And, they don't have to nap or do anything they
don't want to do
love my parents, Abby, but I wish they'd realize how
tough they are making it for me when 00,, do this. It's
difficult for children of any age to tell their parents
anything.. ao even though this is from Iowa. I hope you
won't think' it's too corny for your column.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
DEAR CEDAR RAPIDS: Meet& sloorsoi of - trtitle-
almost every away letter. Let's hope your parents have
ears, too. Good ludd
DEAR ABBY I am 28 years old, not married, ancr I
work to support myself. I'm not bad looking and live a
fairly normal, happy life. but I'm beginning to wonder if
maybe I'm foolish to work the way I do.
What I'm trying to say is, I have a girlfriend who works
part-time —Like maybe four afternoons a week. She has had
three husbands, and now she's single again. She has
boyfriends for everything. One pays her rent, another lets
her drive his car, another painted and papered her whole
house and she bragged that all She gave him was lunch and
a few daughterly kisses.
She sees the rent-payer on weekends, and she also has a
truck driver staying with her off and on when he's in town.
I don't know how she gets away with it. Shouldn't someone
tell these chumps the score?
BABE IN WHAM
DEAR BABE- Don't worry about the chumps. Some
men don't care what the score is an long as they're in the
game.
Gob o Man Named In
Attack, Principal
MAYFIELD, _Ky.—Howard
Riley, Gob, has been charged
with second degree
assault after he allegedly
attacked C. W. Jones, Murray,
principal of Farmington High
School, in the latter's office
early Tuesday morning..
Sheriff Jones Glover said
Jones was severly beaten
about the head and face, and




Hospital and later released.
Riley, meanwhile, is free on
bail, and a hearine for him has
been set in Graves District
Court at 9:30 a.m. on June 12.
Flag And Rifle Corps
Plans Skating Party
The Flag and Rifle Corps '
Calloway High School will
have a skating party on
Monday, May 29, from eight to
ten p.m. at the Murray Roller
Rink.
The public is invited to
attend. A school spokesman '
said.
Federal/Sala MOM News Service lay
Xseluelty Porebase Area Nag NNW
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EVEI-C1 TR/NG IN STORE
FRI. z SAT. ONLY
CORN-AUSTIN
OPEN LATE FRI. NITE
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Register for the summer







To introduce you to SelectaVision the video
cassette recorder that first brought you the
convenience of 4-hour recording time. RCA is
making this eacittng offer Buy a SelectaVision
VBT200 fill out the Sayings Time Coupon and
send it TO 14Car-wter your -sates nn.ea.,1 Yuult get T-







L , .....i a..  ,
L ._...rz _,....,tion— ..A if
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
If for any reason you are not completely
sarisfred oath your RCA SelectaVercin return
il within 5 days use date of purchase and
your Morkey oral bareheaded Offer good only
for models purchased h.tween May '079
and June 4, 1978
DIRECT FROM RCA
4-hour recording on a
single cassette!
Reco.O IN- program you re watching
record one program soil, you ware,
another record while you're asleep or
aw111/ ever make your own 'home









There is a finance ,,hercie for the deferred
period Offer good only on SelectaVision
models purchased between May I 1975 anl
Julie 4, WS
REGULAR PRICE SOWN—LESS $100 REBATE FROM RCA
Ask about our alternative video tape offer, in lieu of he Factory Rebate
Conjoin and see RCA SelectaVision In action,.
lilac d
















Lakeway Village Shopping Center








‘‘,itli a $30.00 purchase or more. Special good dm,
Sum lay. \l ay 28th.
—Also—
Stop lty And See Our New
Shipment Of Beautiful
Lead Crystal Lamps
NI1414. In \% (,ermariv
I Selection of Pin-Up Lamps, I
n.Wall Lamps, Afi‘lit Lamps and ,
Brass Table Lamps



























































OFFICERS INSTALLED--Officers for 1978-79 of the )6 Alpha Delta Chapter of BetaSigma Phi were installed at the meeting held May 4 at the Ellis Community Center.They are, left to right, Rowena Emerson, extension officer; Pam Thornton, correspon-ding secretary,: Beth Lasater, recording secretary; Lois Ruiz, vice-president; MaryGraves, president. Not pictured is Peggy Shoemaker, treasurer.
Mairay Ledger & Times
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Students re Inducted Into Accounting Fraternity
Seventy-two students, in-
cluding five graduate
students, and eight faculty
members have been initiated
into a new chapter of Beta
Alpha Psi, a national
scholastic and professional
Illness Forces Jesse Stuart To pliss
Creative Writing Workshop In July.
Illness has forced Kentucky author
and poet Jesse Stuart to withdraw as
director and faculty member from the
eighth Jesse Stuart Creative. Writing
Workshop scheduled at Murray State
University July 10-28.
Stuart, who is recuperating at his
home in W-Hollow following a stroke,
will be replaced as director by Mrs.
Wilma Dykeman Stokely of Newport,
Tenn. She will also be the instructor for
the shortatory course Stuart had been
scheduled to teach.
Mrs. Stokely, who writes under the
name Wilma Dykernan, began "her
writing career with short stories and
later became an outstanding novelist as
well. She taught in the first workshop on
the campus in 1969 and had been
scheduled to return this year to instruct
the course in the novel.
"I am pleased to have her follow me
as the instructor of the short story,"
Stuart said when the change in faculty
assignments had been finalized. "She
will be excellent." . .
Replacing Mrs. Stokely as the in-
structor for the novel will be Jack
Matthews, a Distinguished Professor of
English at Ohio University in Athen's
Ohio, and the author of five novels.
Among his novels are 'Me Charisma
Campaigns," "Pictures of the Journey
Back," and "Hanger Stout, Awake!"
Matthews is also the author of a volume
of short stories and a volume of poems,
with another volume of short stories
entitled "Tales of the Ohio Land" soon
to be published.
He has edited boas and written more
than 100 short stories that have been
published, as well as many poems,
essays, articles, and reviews. Three of
his short stories were anthologized in
"The Best American Short Stories" of
1970, 1975, and 1977 and another in
"Prize Stories, The 0. Henry Awards"
in 1972. He was awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship in creative writing in 1974-
75.
Other members of the workshop
faculty are holdovers from prior years
— Blossom Budney (Mrs. Alvin
Tresselt ) of West Redding, Conn., who
has been involved in the last three
workshops, and. Lee Pennington of
Louisville and Dr. L  Hortin of
Murray, who have both been on the
faculty of each previous workshop.
Mrs. Tresselt will teach writing for
children, Pennington will instruct
poetry, and Hortin will conduct the
articles course.
Martha Guier, director of placement
... at Murray State, is the workshop
coordinator.
The workshop is designed to foster
and encourage creative writing by
affording students a close working
relationship with established
professional writers. An anthology of
outstanding student work from each
workshop is published by the univer-
sity.
Students may enroll in any one of the
five courses for three semester hours of
graduate or undergraduate credit or for
non-credit. Students who have paid fees
for one course may audit any of the
other four with no additional charge.
Additional workshop information
may be obtained by writing or calling,:
Miss Martha Guier, Coordinator, Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop,
Ordway Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, (502) 762-3735.
- accounting fraternity, at
Murray State University.
Named president of the new
chapter was Gregory Neil
Abel, a junior accounting
major and son of Mrs. Rose
Valley Station, and R.
IA, Abel, Jr., West Point.
Other officers installed
include: James C. Cointea,
Elgin, Ill., junior, vice-
president; Rebecca C. Myers,
a senior from Morton's Gap,
corresponding secretary; Lisa
A. Barriger, Paducah, junior,
_recording secretary; and
Karen E. Echols, a senior,
FOUR MEMBERS of the Murray Area Vocational Future
Business Leaders of America attended the Kentucky State
Leadership Conference held at Louisville in April. Chapter
advisors, Brenda Nix and Martha Crawford, accompanied
the students. They were, left to right, Laura Jarrett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett, finalist in business
communications; Trina Swift, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Swift, voting delegate and honored as regional of
ficer; Shelia Phillips, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Phillips, voting delegate; Ginger Black, daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. Paul Black, entered the chapter's annual activities
report Over one thousand students from 120 local chap-
ters competed in skills and chapter contests.
also from Paducah, treasurer.
Dr. William J. Grasty, a
professor in the Department
of Accounting and Finance,
was named the faculty vice-
president.
Founded in 1919, Beta Alpha
Psi has 121 chapters on
university campuses across
.the country and has "a total
membership of more than
85,000.
Its objectives include the
encouragement and
recognition of scholastic and
professional excellence in the
field of accounting, the
promotion of the study and
practice of accounting and the
encouragement of a sense of
ethical, social and public
responsibility among its
members.
Harice R. Page, a 1963
graduate of Murray State and
a partner in the Ernst & Ernst
accounting firm at Atlantic,
Ga., was the principal speaker
for the installation
ceremonies, held recently at
the Lake Barkley State Park
Lodge.
Dr. Doris Cook, the national
president of the fraternity and
a professor of accounting at
the University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, presented the
new chapter's charter to Dr.
Dave Eldredge, dean of the
College of Business and Public






A bountiful meal! Cod, catfish
shrimp mates, hush puppies,
, fries or baked potato,
Stockade Toast. Friday





real steak meal SIRIEOMMinstead! SIICIKAIDE
..Bel-Air Shopping Center
•••.'







from sleeping on a too•
soft mattress. Designed in
cooperation with leading ortho-
pedic surgeons for firm support with-
out sacrificing Comfort. And this firmness
is built in to stay in. But make sure ... if it
-:00. ••










$1 39?-5doesn't say Sealy Posturepedic, it isn't a Posturepedici Ea. Pc.
'NAB ea. pc. $119.95 Queen 2-pc. Set 6339.95 King 3 pc. Set $479.95
Extraordinary Offer!
30 Night Trial
Buy any Posturepedic set. Try it for 30 nights
and 30 mornings. If you're not 100 percent
satisfied we'll take it back-exchange it for other









CHICAGO (AP) — Chickens
are Invading Chicago's north 
sideand feathers are flying. •
"We thought we had seen
about everything, but these
damn chickens are giving us
fits, and we don't know where
they're coming from," said
Harold Ruther, a city animal
care and control officer for
five years.
Several weeks ago, Ruther
and his crew were called to a
construction site by
bewildered workers who found
squawking, flapping hens in a
townhouse unit.
"We rounded up 14 of the
chickens in that one place,"
Ruther said. "Some days later
we got a call that four
chickens were 'chasing dogs
down the street. Can you
imagine a two-pound chicken
chasing a 45-pound dog?
"We never did catch up with
this fearsome foursome. But
witnesses said when .slogs
came along and sniffed at
them, they spread their wings,
put their heads close to the
ground and charged. The dogs
had never seen a chicken
before and ran away with
their tails between their legs."
Last week the chicken
alarm sounded again.
"This time we found 21 of
them vandalizing a vacant
apartment," Rtither. said.
"They were wandering in and
out of the building, pecking at
the walls and floors, and
messing things up in general:
We bagged all of them."
The chicken invasion is in an
old, six-block neighborhood
being rebuilt into townhouses
and apartments for young
adults.
9 7IS Sher*. Wo0.4m4 Company
Ruther said captured
chickens are held for a week.
"Rut nobody comes to damn
them. We take them to a lam
out of town," he said. "It's not
illegal to keep chickens in Um
city, but ...the only chicken:
we've had before were somi
fighting cocks taken ai•
evidence in a police raid."
.7-61176_ __44yeateeirtratit7estrwatt-11611:e—Tilell (7441.-4; free liecoratiof.sorvico. 144, Nestor Chow, Arokolavioriesvii,40Isor, sv4wr extenIed credit terms,
thexe chickens — We -AIM., SOVe PA other ipecials th.sem.,stauss.1600 siert* iiichltlitif elmorerpoo, * • •
ICIUMI•••••• where. the"; r irrr •
springing up from. There at 
• 
"Murray
around that have live chicken, Southside Shopping Center
still some poultry store
they kill on order. Maybe kid,
are swiping them but thert
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Satisfaction Gaaranteed in the use of these coatings or your purchase price will be refunded
Save 1
o pot







rep $499 rep 99
paInt sole ends June 5
Save $4 a gal.
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Misses 'Seven Little Hellions' Who
7
%.•
:•••• APRIL CITIZENS—Craig Redden and Felecia Pinner were
centiv named April "Citizens of the Month" at Calloway
:County High. Miss Pinner is the daughter of Faye Pinner,
:Route 2, Hazel. She is a recent state winner in girls track
lihe played varsity basketball for four years; students at
Ole school, named her and another male student "Most
Athletic." She is also a member of the student council,
AAE, FFA and Pep Club. Redden, the sonpf Mr. and Mrs.
:Ralph Redden Route 2, Murray is a member of the Pep
flub. Beta Club, and is a member of Calloway County
King Insurance Service, inc. can offer
rates up to 25% below the standard
premium rote








I AP) — Well, they've made it.
The gates of hell have not
prevailed against them.
The seven little hellions who
pushed open my gate every
Thursday to prepare for their
first Holy Communion are
bornagain Christians, ready to
take up the struggle against
the powers of darkness.
And I miss them. I miss the
disputatious torrent that
raged in our kitchen every
Thursday afternoon over
cookies and juice, the thunder
of theological debate and
lightning flashes of insight and
innocence as these mini-
divines pondered mysteries
like":
Will God make me a little
brother next time?
What does the Holy Spirit do
on Halloween?
Why do the girls always get
to take the cookies first?
If we were sent there to help
others, what were the othere
sent for? II always suspected
this one was a put-up job by an
older brother or a doubting
Thomas of an uncle).
Are we having a party next
week for the lest class?
The mystery of the Holy
Trinity, the co-equal part-
nership of Father, Son and  
Holy Spirit, completely
confounded il18121, as it has
learned doctors of the church
down through the ages. Each
Thursday the tiny delegation
was polled and, despite heavy
lobbying fronithe chair for the
eqipotent nature of the
triumvirate, God The Father
always emerged "pore all-




David A. Wells, Director of
the Marching Thoroughbred
Band, announced today that
Angela Rickman, Daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rickman,
residents of Murray, has been
selected as a 1978 member of
the Murray State University
Thoroughbred Ma rahing
Band. -
Miss Rickman will be a
member of the flag corn, and
is a member of the out-
standing Murray High School
Band which is under the
direction of Joe Sills.
She will also be the recipient
of the Marching Thorough-
bred Band's Service Award
which is given as a grant-in-
aid to each member of the
band. As a performing
member of the 1978 band, Miss
Rickman will travel
throughout the south with the
Marching Thoroughbred Band
and the Racer Football Team.
If your credit cards
turn on you, turn to us.
It's so easy to charge more than you
payoff. Your balances get fatter by the
!Month. Before you know it, interest
diargcs get heavy.
Your credit cards have turned on you,
'...eotling money is or bugloss.
Our only business. So you can turn to
:As for a neat, dean credit card consoli-
- lation loan.
You know going in how much you'll
-,;y 
every month. And how much you'll
y altogether. So you can budget for it
• Then you're controlling your finances,
:Instead of vice-versa.






48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
60 $ 5,424.60. 18.80%
60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
60 $10,164.60 12.68%
KY . 1
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Phone 753-5573
Charles Morcussen. Mgr
or what's a iftiEher for? — and
sometimes got confused with
an Italian heavy played by
Marlon Brando.
For their final examination,
my wife, asked each to
compose a prayer.
Six beseeched the Lord to
bless Mummy, Daddy,
brothers and sisters and a long
litany of relatives,
schoolmates, babysitters,
dogs, cats, hamsters, and one
snake — even an occasional
Winners of the Calloway County 4-H Rally held recently
were, left to right, back row, Leigh Ann Steely,
Leprechaun 4-H Club; Michelle Jarrett, East Winner 4-H
Club; David Brady, Stella Stars 4-H Club; middle row, Jen-
nifer Jarrett, East Winner 4-H Club; Mark Bazzell, Stella




making his debut as a Little
League outfielder, sought help
from on high for a more im-
mediate goal:
"Dere Ood,
"I want our teme to win
agait the Yankes.
"Thy will be done."
Alas, the Angels OF
COURSE( , John's team, were
destined to be fallen angels, 9-
against the Yankees, to use
his prayerful prose, and it took
mighty act of faith to get him
beyond this first slough of
despair and disappointment.
But the sun came out on
First Communion morning,
and God delivered a 7-2 vic-
tory to the Angels over the
Dragons (symbolic of the evil
St. George slew?) to start off
right the first day of a life
reborn.
Since the bread they were
taking was the Bread of Life,
the pastor charmingly came
down to their age level and
built his sermon around the
unselfish little boy who
provided the five loaves.. of
bread and the two fishes for
Jesus to feed the mulititude in
the desert with the miracle of
the loaves and fishes.
MAY CITIZENS Of THE MONTH—Gail Tucker and
Bruce McManus were recently. named "Citizens of the
Month" for May at Calloway County High. Miss Tucker,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tucker, is a qualifier
for the National Forensic League speech tournament. She
is first vice president of the Beta Club, and is the speech
team secretary. McManus the son of Mrs. Mary Frances
Thompson, is active in the Speech team, SAE and is a
member of the school math team.
•••(•10•001.0.'. •••CIas,.• AND —rdr.ST-NWAY•• ARE 0141 $$$$$ 0 TIM
The 6 Quart 6-Pak
Pepsi Cola's biggest carton
gives you Pepsi Cola's biggest
savings Six 32 ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable
carton that give you the say
ings only quantity buying can
And the carry back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund Enjoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6 Pak the quality taste of
Pepsi Cola at quantity savings








































































SILVER FOR SERVICE — Three retiring Murray State University library employees with
total service of more than 37 years were presented silver pieces at a tea in their honor.
They are (from 1e4 Mrs. J. E. (Laurie) Gray of 1510 Martin Chapel Road, who is retiring - -
after 20 years; Mrs. Orman (Evelyn) Price of 1605 Sunset, retiring after eight years; and
Mrs EdWin(Lleanor) Larson of 105 S. 14th, retiring after5942 years.
Let's Stay Well By F' J L Blasingarrie, M.D.
Living With Emphysema
Q: Mr. L.I. writes that
he is a "lung cripple" who
has emphysema. He
smoked for years but
stopped about three years
ago when he was 55 years
old.
He has more trouble
when he has phlegm col-
- 'Oleet in his bronchial pas-
sages, and he gains relief
when he can clear out any
excessive phlegm when it
accumulates. He thinks he
would be much better off if
he could keep the mucus
thin so that he could bring
it up more readily.
He asks for suggestions.
A: Emphysema is a
chronic, disabling disease.
I commend you for stop-
ping smoking, and I urge
you neOer to begin again.
Shortness of breath will
determine the kind and
amount of exercise you can
tolerate.
Several steps can be
taken to help you in keep-
ing your' bronchial tree






be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publ.i 
All eaticn reader   
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
You should see that your
intake of fluids is always
adequate. High fluid intake
will help to keep your bron-
chial mucus more fluid or
moistened.
It is better to have the air
you breathe properly hum-
idified to avoid excessive
evaporation of 'moisture
from your respiratory
tract. Such is particularly
true during the cold winter
season.
Be sure to try to avoid
acute respiratory infec-
tions by obtaining ade-
quate rest. Avoid crowds
during times when cplds
and cases of influenza are
occurring in your commu-
nity. Take flu vaccine
twice a -year to lessen the
chances of your having flu
or to make it milder in case
you develop it.
No cough medicine is
considered significantly ef-
fective in loosening or
thinning the phlegm. You
should take a cough prepa-
ration only under the direc-
tion d a physician. Sup-
pressing a cough may
cause more harm than
coughing.
You may find it helpful
in bringing up phlegm to
practice postural draining.
It consists of lying across
your bed with your chest,
shoulders and head slanted
toward the floor but sup-
ported by a padded board.
This position facilitates the
drainage of the bronchial
secretions. They can be
brought up with gentle,
when you feed the family
.1Preeafflisidorrespirnt4er 64.40throff
-Captain's •—liekosi....Pauli. .as,H Memorial Day weekend. Otte(
good 50- Sun., 411 Mon..





repeated coughs and spit
out. Such drainage
ususally requires 15 to 20
minutes and can be done
about twice or three times
a day. — in the morning
after sleep, just before re-
tiring and an additional
time during the day if
necessary.
A person who has em-
physema should be under
the care of a physician. He
may be able to make addi-
tional suggestions to help
you make the most out of
the remaining lung tissue
you have left:
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 NPR To Present Show
On Poet Anne Sexton
By :Dwain McIntosh
Before she committed
suicide in 1974, Pulitzer Prize-
winning poet Anne Sexton told
her children that people never
really die as long as they live
"in someone's heart"—thus
- an extraordinary relationship
unfolds between the poet and
her -daughter, Linda Gray
Sexton, now 24.
As an "Arts Month" feature
on National Public Radio's
nightly news magazine en-
titled "All Things Con-
sidered," co-host Susan
Stanberg presents a stunning
recreation of the poet Axle
wSeitxhtohnerthcrt4o_tu an interview
The program will be heard
on WKMS--FM at Murray
State University, an NPR
affiliate, at 4 p.m. on Friday,
May 26. WKMS broadcasts at
91.3 on the FM dial.
Anne Sexton, a friend and
contemporary of poet Sylvia
Plath, who also took her own
life, used poetry to control the
madness Viliech frequently
beleaguered her and to
transform it into a creative
force. From her struggle
emerged eight books, in-
cluding "Live or Die," which
earned her the Pulitzer Prize
in 1967.
Linda Gray Sexton has
catalogued the more than
,"50,000 pieces of paper" left
by her mother. She was the
recipient of the poet's war-
mest expressions of affection,
as well as the witness to the
devastating struggles of the
tormented artist.
She discils.APs her mother's
suicide by carbon monoxide
poisoning as "something we
all knew she would do, but we
weren't expecting it to be in
that way." She speaks of the
good times, and her
recollection of an event or a
state of mind is ofter echoed
by her mother's husky voice
reading her poems, which she
had recorded during her
career.
_Miss Sexton reads a letter
she discovered in a locked
strongbox which was meant to
be read by her at 40, after her
mother's death. The letter is
followed by Anne Sexton's
reading of a poem to the same
child at 10, in which the poet
describes herself as an "old
oak tree" watching her
daughter grow.
WORKSHOP AT MURRAY STATE — Among clinical laboratory personnel WINO 416.
tended a recent three-day workshop entitled "Isolation and Identification of
terium Tuberculosis" at Murray State University were (from left): Kathy Ware, W,s. ,
County Health Department in Bowling Green; Bob Wharton, Community MethOdint.: _
Hospital in Henderson; Barbara Hausman, Murray-Calloway County Hospitsk and
James Brown, T. J. Samson Hospital in- Glasgow. Presented by laboratory Services of
the Kentucky Bureau for Health Services in cooperation with the Department of
Biological Sciences at Murray State, the workshop also included studies of other
mycobacteria, microscopy, safety, and drug susceptibility testing.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
U ITED Home Furnishings Co. . . . 219Broadway . . . Phone 443-625
Paducah, KentuckyRmE nott FinmiT ENDS
ImmiunL, MAY 31st
PRE- eiti-r-

























4-Pc. DELUXE MESH GROLP
$19988
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF WR. IRON RIK!
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 220V. GE. ROOM AIR
CONDITIONER PURCHASED FROM UNITED DURING
THIS SALE . . . INSTALLED IN DOUBLE HUNG








ACT NOW! SAVE ss
Plus Get A FREE Nt
WINDOW INSTALLATION!
PEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 'Til 8!
CHOICE OF 4 COLORS
WEATHERPROOF-OUTDOOR
CIRCLE CHAIRS




SEAT & BACK — SAVES,
4 Pc. Wt. IRON SEATING GROUP
219 BROADWAY ... FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
BUDGET CREDIT TERMS • PH. 443-6251




There was a man who lived by
the side of the road and sold hot
dogs.
He sold very good hot dogs.
He put up signs along the
highway and advertised in the
newspaper telling how good
they were.
He stood on the side of the road
and cried:
"Buy a hot dog, Mister?"
And people bought.
He increased his meat and bun
orders.
He bought a bigger stove to
take care of his trade.
He finally got his son home
from college to help him out.
But then something happened.
His son said, "Father, haven't
you been Iistenin9 to the radio
and watching
There's a big depression.
The foreign situation is terrible.
The domestic situation is
worse."
Whereupon the father thought.
"Well, my son's been to college,
he listens to the radio and
watches TV and he ought to
know."
So the father cut down on his
meat and bun orders, took
down his signs and cancelled his
newspaper ads and no longer
bothered to stand out on the
highway to sell his hot dogs.
And his hot dog sales fell almost
overnight.
"You're right, son" the father
said to the boy.
"We certainly are in the middle
of a great depression.'-'
No Matter What You Sell. :.-We'll Help You Sell More of It!
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is UNLESS, OF COURSE, ITS
i_4(1N6 AROUND AND



















ON ROUTE 6, NEAR DEPoT
ROAD'..THREE MEN IN STOLEN
'SWAP CAR. 1MPERSONATING 
'POLICE OFFICERS
1 legal Notice
I WILL NOT BE
responsible for any bills
other than my own, as




bring us yours for extra
Copies. Made from any
size into any size.
_Mallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.4e. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking







requested to chOcl-- th•
first -insertion of ods for
corr•ction This
newspaper will kr*
responsible tor only on*










"But with out faith It is
Impossible to please
Him: For he that
cometh to God must
beieive that He is, and
that He is a rewarder of
them that deligently
seek Him." Are you
seeking the (rue word of
God in order to do His
will' For Bible answer














be reached on 753-







We have the right


















Pollee Control . • . 753-7588
Sestet Citizens . . . 753-0929
hotline  753118









L. B. L Send con-
tributions or contact
Mrs. James Dixon,
Route 7, Mursay, Ky..
Mrs. Leland Peeler,
Route 8, Murray, Ky. or





South 13th., Phone 753-
16 days by led, sea Ind air 4
Centries old 5 Islands.
leaving billy 10, 191t. Reser-
vation mot be Nada by lee

















New survey to update
Murray community
directory. Absolutely no
selling. Most work can
be done from your home
by phone. Generous
compensation. Small
amount of house to
house work required.
Must be able to work at
least 5 hours per day.






Johnson Publishing CO . .
c-o Ledger and Times.
P. 0. Box 32B.
Theaday, May 31 is the last day to purchase
1978-79 City Auto Stickers, and Business
Privilege License without incurring a 10 per cent
penalty. License may be pruchased at the City
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, 5th Az Poplar
Streets, from 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., including the
noon hour, Monday thru Friday and Saturday
May 27, 8:30 a. m. - 12:30 p. rn.
- •
lAritrateri---jeebytatogistquilposition. Salary cornmensaurte with
experience. Apply at Trigg County •
Hospital, Inc., P. 0. Box 312, Cadiz,
Kentucky 42211 with R. B. King, 502-
572-3215 Ext. 37.
6 Help Wanted
WE NEED short term
supervisor to coordinate
community directory
workers. Must be able to
devote six hours per day
for approximately three
weeks. Applicants need
to have a good
knowledge of Murray
area and enjoy working
with people. Reply to








Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
TRUCK DRIVER
WANTED to • drive
System wide. Willing to
stay away from home
at least 2 weeks at a
time. Two years ex-
perience driving
tractor rig. Call 435-










applications - for sales
person at Minnens, Bel
Air Center.
WANTED BRICK layer •
by the job or hour. Call
75-V-4436 til 5 p_m_ or 436-
5676 after 5 p.m.
IMMEDIATELY Carrier
salesman for Courier
Journal in Murray. VI -




For interview call 753-
0839 or 753-5287.





wants job for summer.
Can work 8-4 weekdays.
Call 753-9880 after 4.
AMBITIOUS hard
working zo year old
male looking for a good
paying full or part time
job. Experience in
construction. Call






29 YEAR OLD male with
Masters in Math looking
for evening employment
for siunrner or year
round. Skills: computor.
tutoring, carpentry,
• manual labor. Call 753-
7450.
10 Business Opportunity
ARE YOU LOOKING for
a business you can work
full or part time? One
that can return $300 to
$500 a week on your




secured territory in your
own area? Then, don't
miss this opportunity,
call 253-2545 or write
United Tire .Custom
Design Dist., Inc., 692







Oppertralty, Get as. tas
A611-1100* Cell Ike








rates under $80.00 per '
year. This plan is co-. _
-administered and
endorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges. For in-
formation on this new
group insurance
,program call or write to
BENNETT AND
ASSOCIATES, P. 0.












WANTED TO BUY on
land contract 15 plus
acres. Partially wooded
preferred. Must be
within 15 minutes of
'Murray. Write P. 0. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West End Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
15 Articles For Sale
WALNUT PIE safe, 2
coffee tables, iron
kettle and old wooden
tub. 1011 Story Ave.
NOTICE
The Calloway County Board of Education will of-
fer at public auction, Saturday, June 10, 9 A.M. on
the Calloway County High School campus, 2108
College Form Rd., Murray the following:
lice maker, 2 display signs, 4 metal doors-3'0"x 6'8", 4 metal handrails. 12' long, 1 stove hood, 1roll of picket fence, 1 disassembled walk-in
freezer, 1 phonograph amplifie1 serving tablefor cafeteria, 1 dishwashing table with disposal,12 window frames-( 4 windows per unit), 1 dish-washer, 8 window frames with glass (4'0" x8'0"), 2 heater units with motor, 2 heater unitswithout motor, 1 exhaust fan, 1 deep fryer," 3 gasovens, 2 gas surface top range, 1 vegetable
peeler, 1 roll-away bed, 1 piacite- 1 double-door
reach-in refrigerator, 4 boxes dessert dishes (ap-
proxlmatley 578), 14 boxes plastic trays (ap-proximately 276), 9 boxes divided plates ( ap-proximately 2951, 5 boxes chili bowls (ap-proximatley 270), 1 box cups ( approximately 60),1 hand mixer, 4 flour slfters,,1 slicer, 2 ham-burger presses, 150 glasses ( plastic and glass), 2
garbage racks ( wooden), 3 mops, 1 step stool, 4garbage cans, 10 curtain rods, curtains, 1 mixer
 _abl. old Pailgs P‘Klaeat-grinder, 1 ovoadax
5tining Haddle 1 Ilitelletr.S..Lconfectian oven,/" {reefers tab) shugi Classes.-1..caoler.
4 „U. aluaainual-bakin&,- -1-160,-tsayuargergrIntirr,"friderritiercalculators, I Remington Rand Line-A Time, 1 AB. Dick Mitneoseope, I 3-M Dry Photo-Copier, 1
Burroughs Model F9500 bookkeeping
machinejniscellaneous items.
The Calloway County Board of Education reser-
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OPEN SHOP INIHE e
15 Articles For Sale
BABY BED for sale.
Want to buy childs








maple, pine and pecan
corner cabinets hutch
buffet, Savings on den
and living room fur-
niture. Sale on bedding
until end of month.
Carraway Furniture,









Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.
12 or 15,000 BTU air
conditioners, window
opening 15 X 27. $100
firm. Been checked,
ready to go. Call 753-






























































FOR SALE: Nails -8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers -.50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation-1/2" 4 x 8 -$2.40,
1" 4 x 8 .- $4.80, Particle
Board -i4" 4 x 843.40.
Plywood - 1/2" 4 x 8 -
$6.75, 5,•1" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
34" 4 x 8 $10.00. Ex-
terior Siding -4 x 8 -
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower 
stalls$125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
to $11.00. Vanities - from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
ft widths. Ross dr Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy. 45,1 misc. Martin,
Tn. Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Tn. 38237.










SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FORMICA and Wilson art
laminated plastic.
Discontinued patterns,
65 cents per ft. West Ky.
Cabinet Shop, 1203 Story
-Ave.
40 H. P. JOHNSON 151/2'




- automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester




$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,




$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.





SCRAP CANDY and log
rolls, $1.00-$1.50 per
pound. 7 to. 5 daily, 6-12
Saturday. Ky. Candy
Co., Almo. .
$3.es BUYS ME Of
maw Need Psalm
- 1- Merry lickel
1 • ileffefe Vaal
1 - Large Peggy er4).
4 - vnt II 1963 Pasty
1 • W. I. Pantries
Before 1'ISuu
1 - Weed's radial
1 • Mks Posey 25 yrs.
1- 1961 S Poesy (en)
1 - lire 196041 WWI
Oete Peary
1 - S Mkt Poesy • IS yrs.
Pies free two S OM
Pips Ow free Oft
Pies Ow Free Breebere
Seed 33.95 sad .25 Poster
te:
SIM DOMINO & CO.
see S. Perm, vuesess row
wefts. Pa HMI
Real Estate Help Wanted
We are in need of Licensed Real Estate Brokers dr
Sales People, including man and wife teams, in any
town or village in Ky. or Tenn. up to 100 miles from
Paris Landing. We will help you get started. Come,
call or write our Home Office, J. H. Austin,
Southland Real Estate, Box 233 Clarksville, Term.
37040. Office in StoneBuilding on Market St. &41A
Highway. Phone 552-6831.
V' 
15 Articles For Sale
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759-
1117 after 4 p.m.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill








39" HARVEST GOLD gas
range. Good condition
$50. Call 753-3533.
ALL ROOM AIR con-
ditioners in stock 10
percent off till sold. No
payment until August.
Goodyear. - Service
Store, 12th and Glen-
dale, 753-0596.
SEVEN H. P. riding lawn
mower. Very good




Call after 4:30 at 759-
4513.
FOR - SALE used white
electric stove and white
frost free refrigerator.




beef. Front quarter, 79
cents a  _voun_c,I whole of
half 89 cents a pound,
hind quarter, 99 cents a
pound hanging weight.
Food Stamp accvted.
We also do custom
slaughtering, Paris
Meat Processing, 642-
8201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on Old
Murray Road.
LIVING. ROOM_ _COUCH
and chair, two piece
maple bedroom suite,
refrigerator, kitchen
table and four chairs.




Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
16 Home Furnishings
NEW OAK FRAME love
seat with matching
chair and ottoman. End
table and coffee table to
match. Will sell
separate. Also washer
















suite, .. 2 odd chairs,
matching coffee and
end tage. Call 753-2772
after 2 p.m.
KITCHEN TABLE and
chairs. Tahlp 42" oc-
tagon shaped, Chairs
wooden with padded
vinyl seats. $45. Call
after 5 , 753-9567.
18. Sewing
USED SINGER SEWING


















sports weight yarns at ...
1/2 price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock -• many new kits






napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full line  a _access_grits
for each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons -
















duty wagon, $300. 1200
tabacco sticks, 12 cents
a piece. Call 436-2253.
FOR SALE tobacco aria









Blvd. after 5 p.m.
24' JET BOAT. Seats 12
people. Used ap-
proximately 30 hours.
On new $2,000 trailer.







$20,000. Will sell for
$6,500. 753-9537.
1977 SOMERSET 17' walk
through windsheild.




150-h. p. MerCut y with
all accessories. Call 759-
1867.
19 farm Equipment
TWO ROW ROTARY hoe.
Call evenings after 6:30,
anytime weekend. 753-
7244.
NEW ONE ROW tobacco
setter, $395. One row
etiltivator, $75. Rotary
mowers, $295, $315, and
$325. One bottom plow,
$165. Grader blades,
$139.50. Disc 5 ft. $285, 6'
ft. 6 in $325. New and
used post diggers,
scoops, plows, one and
two row tobacco setters,
discs, cultivators,
mowers, rakes, balers,
20 used tractors, some
for parts. John 0. Kough
Equipment Sales, Route
1, Highway 94 West,
Farmington, Ky., phone
382-2207.
IS CLOSE TO TOWN
AS YOU CAN GET
AND STILL ENJOY
LIVING AT THE LAKE
This luxurious home has eye
appeal, convenient design and
special energy saving features. A
3-bedroom brick( home located in
Lake Forrest with 13 x 20 paneled
family room with fireplace equip-
ped with efficient heatalator tied
into central heating unit for those
low cost heating bills, large car-
port with storage, 14 x 30 bricked
workshop; all of this setting on




Built by owner with that old
fashioned charm and value
packed. into this modern 3
bedroom home just minutes from
Murray. This home is equipped
with many extras - large and
plentiful closets, extra sized
bedrooms, 2 baths, huge 22 x 45
garage with workshop. Surroun-
ded by beautiful pine trees.
TU






A rare find and one of our best
offerings is this brand new, never
been lived in 3 bedroom deluxe
country "home featuring ap-
proximately 2,430 sq. ft. Large
family room and kitchen com-
bination, economic fireplace with
heatalator and circulation fans
for those low heat bills, 2 batk, 2-
car his and her garage, porch,
patio, utility room, 6 closets, cen-
tral heat and air - located just
minutes from Murray in a rolling
country side setting.
... HAS SOMETHING HAS SOMETNINGCNOICLOF SILTS, -















-r se/scything I This 1611E4 41m*
brick home; approximately tglir *division ogi- ron-ailCan 1441 With
sq. ft. It has 2 baths, living room, boat ramp, golf course, swim-
kitchen dr dining area com-
bination, drapes throughout,
dishwasher and built-in stove,
setting on a comfortable 128 x 256
lot.
ming pool, tennis courts, airport
rights.' This is a compfete
vacation dream home package.
Call us today for more In-
formation.
 a
FOLBOT canoe type, $50.
501 N. 7th Street Call
753-7582.
•













RADIAL TIRE Sale -
Steel belted premium
grade white wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
plus $2.97 FET,
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
plus $3.15 FET,
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMPARE ROTO
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
26. TV Radio






condition. $75. Call 753-
7146 after 5:00.
MOBILE HOME, central







(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
ONE boYgi1ke175-• -Owe r.ttaytorrs Tforxiierty
girls bike, $25. Call 753- J and B Music), 753-7575.
2668
14' FIBERGLASS boat,
trailer, cover. 35 h.p.
motor with electric
start. Five life jackets,
and skits. Ready to put




$50. Call 753-9569 after 5:
BUILDING 17 x 80 in
Dixieland Shoping
Center. Available June
1st. Heating and air
conditioning. • Facilities
provided. Short or long
term lease. Call 753-4041
after 5 p.m.
PIONEER Super Tuner
car stereo cassette. Call




across from Post Of-
fice, Pars. Tn.





78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 'receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
17. Mobile Home Sales




condition with all ap-
pliances, central heat
and air, drapes, porch,
underpinning, storm
strap. By appointment
only 753-9706 or 753-9422.-
1972 12 X 65 2 bedroom, 2
bath, furnished, and air
condition. Storm ' straps,
underpinned. $5,100. See
at Riviera Cts. or call
753-3280 before 5.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 X 55 trailer. Call 753-
9104 or. 353-1551.
TRAILER FOR RENT. 10
wide, -2 bedrooms.
Furnished. $50 month.
East of Alum Call 753-
6791. •
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts
Call 753-3280 •
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 27th, 10.. m. rain or shine at the
'late Dick mul Audie Crouch home on Highway 121 in
Stella, lb
Will st'11 nice house and lot. Furniture, ap-
pliances miscellaneous items, refrigerator,
almost new G. E. electric stove, 15 ft. chest type
home freer, small appliances, nice living room
suite, rrsctitier, rocker, straight chairs, RCA T.
V., dinette suite, wringer washer, lot of dishes,
glass door pie safe, trunk, antique dresser, war-
drobe, nide bedroom suite, 110 air conditioner,
quilts, feather bed, cast iron skillets, trinkets, 16
guage single barrel shot gun, some tools, lots
more. 'The house is a 2 bedroom and bath, white
siding house on a nice level lot. With garden
space ir back. Block storage building on natural
gas, on community water system.. Nice
retirement home or investment or rental proper-
ty...lbesef wilLbe snklat.. 19liaan, 25_per.ceut
clowujaliuice in 30 days or on receipt. of cievd
Detail alounzements made day of sale. More
aPPuiutArkrent-tix *WAWA may
cantrig the numbers below. • -
Chester L Miller Auction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144 or
Dor Ald R. Tucker, Broker-Sponsor
7534342, Murray, Ky.
31 Want To Rent
. UNFURNISHED HOUSE
in Murray. Call 492-8407.
SMALL UNFURNISHED
house in country. Call
436-2361.
31 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for rent. Two
bedrooms, kitchen,












Inquire 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED efficiency
apartment, one person.
;85. Two people. $115.
Utilities paid. Call 753-
6153.
FURNISHED apartment
at New Concord. $60 per
month. Call 436-2427.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM home
for rent. Couple
preferred or with small
Child. No pets.




1/2 miles out 641 South.
Call 753-8681.






37. livestock • Supplies
'REGISTERED ten-
41essee walking hors.e. 8
years old. Gentle for
show or trail riding. 10
ft. Hale stock trailer.
Call after 5, 753-7787.
ONE MARE pony and
colt, one jersey cow and
claf. Call 436-5899 after
5.
51I WHITE ROtK hens,
$1.00 a piece. One
hundred Rhode Island
red pullets, $2.00 a
piece. Call 753-5897.
WANTED - Horses to





3$. Pets Supplies •
FEMALE COCKER
Spaniel. 1/2 years old
Spayed, has had all
shots. Can be seen at 83
Shady Oaks. $65.
AKC DOBERMAN red
and rust. 1/2 years.
Excellent temperment
Obedience trained.




pick or we pick. Near
East Elementary
-School-Call 753-8848 or
753-8679 before 8 p.m.
U PICK strawberries.
South of Dexter. On 641.




pick or we take orders.
Plentiful amount. High-










GARAGE SALE Friday 6-
5, Saturday 8-12,
Furniture, T. V., hii4












Saturday 7:30 a.m-. f
p.m. 1709 Johnson Blvct
Numerous household
items; clothing.
YARD SALE, Pi milei
North of Stella on 121.
Highway 27 28-and 25).
6. Bicycle, tricyclez'






Floored and ready. Up to 12 z 24. Also barn style, offices, cottogeaZ
mobile home otl-ons, and patios, or 1.14UILD, pre-cut completely rest*
to assemble up to 24 x 60 Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
New Listing-5 acres for $5,000, good building site, "
rest heavily wooded.
Approx. 191/2 acres with owner financing
-- -Available.
-We are txclusive agents for Country Village Sub- 13,
division. Lots are just under 1 acre in size for ,
$7,950. Price includes tap on fee for city water, ',-
good area in county but near town.
3 bedroom log cabin near the lake with a full •
basement on I acre for only $25,500. .
Lots in Kingswood, Westwood, Panorama -
Shores, Baywood Vista, Bload River Estates,
and Keniana Shores reasonable prices.
New cabin in Ky. Lake Development. Near the
lake. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, beamed ceiling in living
room and kitchen with all appliances. Nice deck
for scenic view. All for only $9,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
159-1707










SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA
k Mayfield
CANTERBURY-CHARACTER-CLASS
Rolled into one this New.Listing is a quality 3 bedmi., 2 bath b.v. Slate entry, for
mai living room, dining room, family-sized kitchen, spacious den .with
fireplace. Double garage, auto. opener. Backyard fenced with Western Cedar.
Owned Transferred. Priced to sell Mid 50's.
SOMETHING SPECIAL
y -reseed home in exr ellent-4reatiory -veers vral"••vatur the•
discruuSaating lasyer-larmatifully decorated with many extra featnres for fine-
living. Attached garage and partiatiwetement Sere-TIlts and *earl molting . • ---
B60-Majors Real Estate IT2Tti
Warren Shropshire 153 817/
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41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday 26
from 9 to 6 T. V., fur-









May 25 and S. One mile
North of Alm° Heights




tiques some of ever-




7 Yard Sale. Rain or
shine 314 South 13th.








furniture, toys and little_ .everything.  ....
CARPORT SALE, 907
Vine. Friday and




Saturday 26 and 27. 8
a.m. 4 p.m. West on 121
1/2 mile, West of Stella.





YARD SALE, 503 South





1617 Kirkwood Dr. Old












SALE at 1602 Dodsen
Ave. Set 8 a.m. - ?
Behind Rib Shack all
kinds Of clothes and











pleted on outside &
completed bath, rest
of house with studs.
Deep well. Concrete
boat dock. 2 lots. 3.8
miles from New Con- .
cord on Hwy. 444.
'Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th."
anamser77 :Ainerisns„,
New Is The rime
If you would be interested in land, home or con-
do in Florida or Bahamas. Prices are increasing
greatly on all land and housing. Have prices on
homes and condos starting at $39,000; and some
spectaI land 'dada- resak, costing $4395 for
only $2995 with real good terizus. If interested in
permanent home, part time home, full time or
part time rental, or land investment, now is the
time. For further information and literature call
or write Lyn Peck, ICa,Ja Properties, 3347 Tates
Creek Road, Suite 8, Lexington, Ky. 40502 or
phone 606-266-0315.
43 Real Estate
LOTS FOR SALE Lake




TO ACRES FOR SALE
Property has 35 ten-
dable acres, some
timber and lots of
scenic, private building
'sites. Drive down your




priced - 30's. Phone Lis
today for more in-
f Km a tion_ALI this choice
property. Call KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-










begin investing for the
future with this roomy 3
bedroom home on 3/4
acre lot only minutes..
from city limits. Home-
features study, 112
bat us, central heat and
air, 2 car attached
garage. Lots has nice
shrubs and trees, in-












home on five acres.
About 4 miles South on
Highway 641. With small
rental house. Will help







Owner retiring and will
train new owner. To
keep up to date with the
latest listings on the
building page of thee
paper on Tuesdays. Also
call or come by our
office on 1200
Sycamore for your copy







visa. lofts *WON C•iTtor
COLLECTORS AUCTION
Saturday, May 27 at 10 A. M. Rain or shine, at the late Odell Walloons home. From
Murray take 94 East appal. 2 miles to sign at Grocery, tarn right. Odell had collected
any and everything for several years and has a large collection of guns, hand, garden
mechanical, shop and other tools. Any items not sold Saturday will be sold Monday,
May flat 10 A..M.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT AND TRAILERS
GMC dump truck and wench truck 11965's), two 40 ft. truck vans, 6-wheel heavyequipment trailer, 8 ft. hydrolic trailer (utility), model 530-B Case backhoe,covered utility trailer, motorcycle trailer.
ANTIQUES
Copper teakettle, brass bugle, copper pieces ( footedr, 5 ga. milk cans, ironteakettle, bean pot, railroad lantern, washkettles, oval iron wash boiler, old brassbeer keg, brass front scales, 5 flat iron, blacksmith anvil.
AUTO & TRUCKS
Nice '65 and '72 Buick LaSa bres, '68 Buick Electra, '60 GMC pickup with camper,'65 Clievy service truck, junk truck with hoist, 5 salvage cars and trucks.
MOTORCYCLES 8. BOATS
Three 350 Hondas, 8 helmets, extra wheels, 15 ft. Glasspar boat, 40 HP Johnsonwith 30 gal builtin gas tank, trailer; 2 sets skis, 4 0. B. motors, surf board, lifejackets.
HOME ITEMS
New 19 inch Zenith color portable TV; 18,000 BTU Fedders air conditioner;
possibly -1 year old 10 HP 36 in. Murray riding mower, push mower, Westinghouseref rig ; 3000 BTU heater.
SHOP TOOLS
225 Amp Lincoln and MO Amp Airco Welders, 3 acetylene welding and cuttingrigs, welding hoods, gogles, rods (20 boxes); approx. 7 tool boxes and largestainless cabinet all full of sockets and wrenches, heavy duty impact wrenches ( air& elec Sioux auto buffer, 42 HP elec bench grinder, I bench vises, air chucks andgauges, tire bubble balance, 4 battery chargers, drill press, steel workbench withgrinder, 3 ton and Ivz ton chain hoist, auto body tools I large box t, large bench viseand anvil, 12 house jacks, 2 blow torches, tap and di* 1st, 2 chip augers, come'alongi, portable gas Reddy heater with elee Newer, 2preisarized grease guns, airtanks. All kinds of hand and garden tools, several of each.
MISCELLANEOUS
Block and pulleys, turnbuckles, several log chains, alum. stepladder, 4 gal. an-tifreeze, 5 cartons KE cigars, two 16 ft lengths railroad iron, S gal. gas eans, largepile pipe, scrap iren, 20 house trailer axles, several 12 ft. x 6 in. eye beams, coppertubing, 21 elec boxes tall sizes), 13 elec motors, dozens boat oars, tow bar, 11trailer propane tanks.
WEAPONS
4 Cap & Ball pistols; 9 other collector pistols; 4 H&R-38; 2 S& W-38; 1 S&W-38-special; 1 H&R-32; Dickson 32 auto; Deretta 22 auto; Forehand arms 38 cal; U.S.Revolver Co., pellet gun; Cap & Ball Springfield; 10 Ga. single barrel; 12 Ga.,Savage auto; 22 Marlin bolt action; 410 New Haven B-A; 410 Springfield; Win-chester 30-30 lever action, West Point B-A ; 20 Ga. B-A; 1 SE#W-44 Magnum 6 in. Asthese weapons are still,in batkit vault, this list may not be complete or completelyaccurate.
Fats, this is one of the best sales held in Calloway Ca. in years. If you need
walking, It is pruissisly_hem, It ygould he impossible to list everything. Mosiespossitsla_










on this spotless 3
bedroom, 2 bath home




central heat and air, 2-
car attached garage and
realistic price in the
40's. Phone us today for
more information this I
year old quality home.
phone 753-1222, KOP-
PERUD REALTY




Saterdey, May 21, 10:00 e.m
Rene or Shine.
LOCATION: At the Saab city
limits of Mayfield en Highway





edge Aidt ammo tehie Art'
lames, boad-torrod_ logs; 2
oat ice bozos Os" lenders); 2
noodle sowing inschises
over 100 years eid; entieve






ClOCILS: 3 mantle clocks, one




tv000: litter mold; Mogi
trey; niers, pia; cheese
bus; week losard; ironing
lewd; ••0 key barrel; churn
lids;
CHINA, CRYSTAL, GLASS: 75
piece set Meow of England
clime, 12 caret Old heed;
Moe fluted WNW howl;
thyme print 'referees stead;
Wire willow dishes; reset;
sevitrid sets 'hisses; crystal
Posses end dioirloots; the
stead; fosterie ceselelebre;
seger bowl sad cream pitcher;
chiral bowls; trait iiers; milk
bottles.
CAST IROW 3 wash kettles;
God isle; *ow lurttle; tee
kettle; pots; stove; 4
smoothing irees; skillets;
sintrels sad pokers; rine
front,
STONEWARE: AN size OM
Credit; bowl; hinter meld;
client with dasher;
OTNERS: Copper wash boiler;
copper pet; coal trinkets;
cram Ism-hots; et& cans;
greats were, milk strainers;
well birches; 'modem handle
knives eel forks; *lyre
hoses; prim's; toys; ligbo fix•
twos: Almasec; hued fens;
arena holders; *yellows
MOM; ea! 1141111110; curs pee
per; beets; keens, keep'
cis het; (wigs* noun
sontery term* dealer; ego
awe; 04 Ww wooPw;
ii1W-wompea oink
logs ,he. spoked *Ugh,
wooden home.' mod toispos.
MISCELLANEOUS Freezer;
rofrigereter; stove; thrown
dinette lift; law TV;
asegaziee reds; Cliff.. table;
end tables; latches cabinet;
eN coaditiewer; head tools;
bey books; teitecco knives;
herse-Irewe elvireese; ger
I.. Min; be spreader end
seeder; perch swing; perch
desks; ######ety frames; moil
electric epeimiam; mins:
seem; end memo, wally other
items too nomereirs to awn
plus.
NEASON 109 SillING • Nosing
tetimealies beige '








Mr.. Om ion& ono*
••••
43 Real Estate
BOAT DOCK located near
Pine Bluff. Will concider
trade. Call 753-6040.
Sat 2 bedroom sloosimom
shies been halted io Aloe
00-E_Offiff_ter New Melia
iletteightmet, Wee rooms, km
MINT lac Iles 10 10 motel
monis bog, extra deep
lot. Priced te sell at
214,500.00.
Weer 144 Arrest Moe take •
look ot this berm locoed at
641 ri. Jest nines* frees
town. Mat wooded lot! Timis
BR Brick and Stone. Lagre per-
ch end Patio. Lots of closet










ping Center. Heat pump
and central air. Call
about this today. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
IGuy Spann RealtyYour key Peoplelv Reel Estate753 7774901 Ssceinose Murr,y K,
LAKE P-WOVERTY -2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at °ay $18,500! Don't
delay-phone us today on
this fine property
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the




home for the large
family. 5 bedrooms,
living room and family
room all on 1 acre lot.
Recently painted inside









come Property 1 42
blocks from MSU. 7
room frame house.
Stone fireplace in pine
paneled Living room.
gas heat. Plus two










come to the place
where you call Find
"Professional Ser-





Leave the resliitis, 
POWDER YOUR FACE
WITH SUNSHINE- and
trot on over. 72 Oedroom
















with k2 down. Call 489-
2224.
NEW LISTING 5 Acres
with good building
sites, rest is heavily
wooded for only $5,000
191/2 acres on lacktop
with owner financing
available. The Nelson
Shroat Realtors Co. 759-
1707.
WELL MAINTAINED
older house for sale.





With The Friendly Touch'.
FOR THE OUTDOOR
MAN -3 bedrooms, 2
bath brick veneer












with water front located
at-Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving





46. Homes For Sale
HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part





right for that young
couples first home.
Payment as cheap as
rent. Call 753-3903.




pet, storage, shady lot,
good location 217 South







Call 753-7674 or 753-1513.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
bedroom house with
steel- siding, carpeted
with garage. On half
acre It. Under $16,000.




Hair cut $1.50.11E209W WalnutO1 :hl Gs: Oa VS:k $51 2 5
Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital Supplies.
BY _OWNER Single




Utility room. Could be 2
family house with
separate entrances.
Also lovely fenced in
yard, plus extra
building worth
minum um of 8 to
$10,000.00 on' today's
market Low 40's Call







sundeck. On two acres.
Partly fenced on Dr.
Douglas Rd. $22,000.
Call 436-5482.








dryer. Two car garage.
12 x 18 sun deck. Lot 130
x 210. Call 753-8189.
BRICK HOUSE, 2
bedroom, bath and half,
walk out half basement.
Patio. 10' wide, carport,
5 acres land. One Small
outbuiLding. Price.:
$32,500. Call 474-2248.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot Paved driveway. All
on an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 miles
South of Murray.
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.
THREE BEDROOM, 2







1200 CC Chopper. Has
1" rake, 15"extender
legs, heads and prirner
covers, battery cover,
point cover, all
chromed and lots of




PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden
less than 10 miles. Very
' reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
inquiries only.
[. m Another lead from St. Lou 
.
Every . friday night 641 Auction House, Peels,
_Te is.
Wouthitand, walnut table, oak wardrobe, china
cabinet, oldHouser cabinet, cedar chest, beds„
chest of drawers, desks, lot of good dishes, old








PLANT AND 6 ACRES
WEDNESDAY JUNE 7TH 1:30 P.M.
Sale to consist of Paris Meat Processing Plant, USDA Government inspected in
excellent condition and a good money making business. Plus 109.5 acres split into 7
tracts and a completely modern four bedroom home with good outbuilding.
Location of Sale: From Paris go North on Hwy. 641, approx. 2 miles, property on
both sides of road, Watch for Auction signs.
Terms: 15% down slay of sale, Balance with deed. Deed to be delivered at closing





THURSDAY, JUNE 8TH 1:30 P.M.
Sale to consist of 62 acres of gently rolling land and 72 acres divided into ten tracts.
Location of Sale: Go 4 miles South of McKenzie, turn left at Jerell Switch
grocery, and go approx. 2 miles on Jerell Road. Watch for Auction Signs.
Terms: 62 Acres,' 15% down balance with deed. Deed to be delivered at closing
September 29, 1978.
72 Acres, 15% down Balance with deed. Deed to be delivered at closing October
31,1978.
Mr. Buyer, Farmer,,Investor: This has to be one of the best assemblies of both
-EitralLand apd_Comthercial Prbperty ever to be offered .at Public Auctioil, in the
. Paris and_McKenzie Area. Be sure to planloattendlhis-WT
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47. Motottycles
HONDA 350 SL. Less






1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. Call 753-5696.
1977 YAMAHA Y,Z 100.
Excellent condition.
Call 759-1208.
1972 YAMAHA 360 trail
bike. New tire. $300.
1971 Hodaka Super Rat
100, new tire, $125. Call
759-1829.
NEW HONDA XL 250.
1,300 miles. Must sell.
Call 753-0123 days, 753-
7699 night.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15"„. 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49 Used Cars A Trucks
1973 DODGE one ton flat
bed truck. Call 753-4707.
1974 FORD Capri. Good
condition, 4 speed, new
tires call 492-8890 after 5
p.m.





Extra sharp. $1975. Call
753-6596.
1965 FORD F-100 J-2 ton
truck, good mechanical
condition, new tires.
Call 753-1540 after 5
p.m. or 753-9935 after 8






only. Send to P. 0. Box
88, Murray. Can be seen
at Ryan ST.
1969 BUICK SKYLARK,





GT 351 'automatic double
power and air nice.
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
fourw 1 dri 360 4
spe spoke
whee 2 tires all
new front eid. $2250 Call
1-354-6217.
1970 TRIUMPH con-




Long bed. $3500. Call
753-6274 after 5 p.m.





tego, power, air, AM-
FM stereo, needs body-
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call



















; Aquaboggan International, a new waterslide
• being constructed on Highway 641 near Ken-
• tucky Dam, is now hiring personnel for the sum-
mer. Applications may be picked up at Murray-
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and
Marshall County Chamber of Commerce. Ap-
plicants must be at least 18 years of age. Com-
- pleted applicationsahould be returned no later





49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1975 RABBIT, front





















Mileage. $5795. Call 753-
9571.
©1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc 5 2












and air. Local one
owner. 30,000 miles.
With 36" camper top.
Tractor tires. 11-28
Ford 6 ft. disc. Call 753-
3942.
THE LAST OF THE  bit
ones. 1976 Olds 98
Regency. Loaded with
all the extras. Only
28,00 miles. Call, 753-
3621 daytime, or 753-
4818 after 5:00.
- -
wn-iSRE LL ALWAYS BE INFLATION AS
LONG AS THERE'S A GUSS1E OVER-
HOLTZER
1973 VEGA v'iagon,
automatic with air, new
tires. Call days 753-
1502, nights 753-4860.
1967 VOLVO 122, runs
good, new tires. $650.
Call 753-9371.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 FOUR CYLINDER
Pinto, 2 door. Has four
new tires, new H. 0.,
Battery, new spark
plug, radio, heater and
air condition. Average
33 Miles per gallon.
$1,000. Call 492-8375.
1956 CHEVROLET, 2 door
sedan. Call mornings,
759-1770.
1969 FORD VAN, good
condition. Mag wheel's.
Side pipes and tape
player. $1250. Call 489-
2595.
1974, TOYOTA Corola.
Four door, wagon, 4
speed. Excellent
condition. Ldan value




Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,










hot, water. Like new.
asking $2800. Call
Martin 901-587-3598.
TWO CAMPER tops, one
is for small truck. Call





ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Extimates.' Call 753-6878










ANY KIND.OF hauling in













No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we












struction Co:, Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION BLOWS
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and





method deans carpets as-
%W-
m pound portable power-
house does all the work 
EFFKTIVILY -
cleans, rinses and vacuums





a fraction of the cost_ _
YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM I,




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-







repair. Call Joe Jackson




WILL DO babysitting in









ALL TYPES backhoe and -
septic tank work. Field











installed per _ your
specifications. , Call






now. Call Sears 753-2310





roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.,,






WILL DO YARD work
and-light hauling. Call
489-2460.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
- PROFESSIONAL-whitlow H-WILVDO-BABYSITTING
cleaner, private homes, Cherry Corner. Have
offices, store fronts, etc. fenced in yard, shade
20 years experience. trees, swings.
Call 901-782-598L_ , References.. By hour,










FOR YOUR septic, tank
and. backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. .Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall


















Saturday May 27, 10 a. m. at the home of the late
Due and Lola IL 14arin, ladles East of IlarrajOlitt-
way 04 East.
Frost free refrigerator, electric stove, like new,
couch, 3 large electric heaters, wringer type
washing machine, t win tubs on stand, old iron wood
cook stove, 2 laundry stoves, small iron heating
stove, pie safe, 2 antique kitchen cabinets, trunk,
dressers, treadle sewing machine, library table,
odd chairs, and table, iron beds, wood beds, feather
beds, canning jars, pictures, dishes and many other
items.
Not responsible in case of accidents.
Joe Pat Lamb
Auctioneer, 492-8527
FOR REAL SERVICE IN REAL ESTATE
COLONIAL CHARM
Yes, it will be love at first site when you see this
colonial 4 bedroom home and 10 rolling acres.
Home was completely renovated 3 years ago and
has lovely brick fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2
baths and lots of space throughout. Acreage is
fenced, good stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings. A rare opportunity to purchase that




Located on a quiet, tree shaded street is Oils 3
bedroom brick ranch home just waiting for your
family. Fully carpeted throughout, home has
living room, dining room, large .,den, abundant
storage, and central air. Priced at only $31,900.
See The Friendly Folks At Kopperud Realty
YOUR SOMEDAY HOME
Can be yours today! Beauty has been captured in
this unique contemporary home in Gatesborough
Subdivision. Spacious rooms, attractive design
and decor which places this home in a class all
by itself. Don't delay in letting us tell you more




Just listed this charming 2 bedroom home near
Kentucky Lake. Home has attractive kitchen-
del' combination, lovely fireplace in the living
room, new wall-to-wall carpeting, new drapes
and a sharp new look throughout. Priced at only






If unique is what you seek, we have it. This
story, 5 bedroom home has all the extras-marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways,
central vacuum and intercom, custom made
drapes throughout. This is that "dream home"
you have been waiting for.
LISTED THIS WEEK
Almost new four bedroom home with lovely
design and ideal location near schools on quiet
street. Central heat and air and an economic
price make this home an excellent choice on
today's market. Priced in the 30's. Phone us
today for an appointment.
LUXURIOUS LIVING
One of Murray's finest quality-built homes. 30 x
30 redwood patio with gas grill, 4,000 square feet
of living area with many built-ins, 5 bedrooms,
and 31/2 baths. Large ki kize lot on quiet street
with beautiful trees anr landscaping. Let us
make your dream home a reality with this
spacious, distinctive charier. .Price reduced.
HOME, BUSINESS OR BOTH
This could be the place ou are looking for --
Property is zoned for busiless, but could be just
a lovely home within tk) blocks of the cour-
thouse, 4 bedroom brick 2 bath, study, living
room and dining room mbination with wood-
burning fireplace, also Llrge kitchen including
range, refrigerator, dkposal and dishwasher.
Only $32,000.




Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west 'of Murray. Horiie has
breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroom with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric Heat Pump.
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, com-
fortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.





Don't miss out on this great rental property.
House is divided into 2 apartments with another
garage apartment also. Gas heat is an economic







becomeless active need the same
foods as other people but smaller
portions StUdies show the meals
of older people are low in some of
the nutrients furnished by mtlk
citrus-fruits, and other fruits and
vegetables If you have oldsters
at home, set- that they get these
foods
• A man spending 2.500
calories a day needs a pound of
fuel from food This doesn't mean
all he eats would weigh a pound.
But the dry weight of all the
nutrients in his food would come
to that Thus. any pill that would
in the future furnish all our food
needs is impossible Who could
swallow a pound of pills per day?"'
• Good nutrition, indulging in
moderate exercise, and getting
sufficient rest are necessary if
you are to be physically fit. Doc-
tors recommend moderate exer-
cise for adults of all ages, except
in special cases. Eat a wide
variety of foods from the milk
group. the meat group. vege-
tables and fruits. and breads and
cereals every day.
• You can't ltve without water.
It. too, is one of the essential
nutrients. Water is needed for all
the chemical processes of the
body They take place in solution,
and as water is used, it must
be replaced. •The interchange
represents several pints a day
Perspiration, exhaled breath, in-
ternal body functions, all are in-
volved
RSHIP— wo o leers of t e Four ivers ufacturers
Council—Nugent Sharp (center), president, and Dr. Rex F. GallsswaY (right), vice-
president—present a $480 scholarship check to Dr. ConstanlipeW. Curris, president
of Murray State University. The scholarship will be awarded.t6 a student designated by'
James G. Henry of Louisville, who was second annufrra'bor-Management Classic at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park May 10-12. Sh1 5kit'general manager of the Ingersoll-
Rand Company in Mayfield, and Gallovf is chairman of the Department of
Management at Murray State.
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Friday & Saturday, May 26 & 27
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by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
• People ask about cholesterol
Akin research has_a long way to
go before we .willihave final an-
swers The question of whether
the foods we eat have anything to
do with-heart disease has not
been' settled Meantime, drastic
changes in your diet should not be
made without medical advice
• The hamburger is said to
have been popular in Germany
before immigrants brought the
idea to the United States But
Americans were the first to put it
on a bure-This happened in 1904 at
the St Louis World's Fair. where
the ice cream cone also was in-
vented, and iced tea first served
• Some coaches have pet ideas
about special diets for their
athletes. But basically, athletes'
food needs are no different from
the rest of ours. The athlete needs
balanced meals composed of a
wide variety of foods from the
four food . Bigger portions
of foods trgn carbohydrates
and fats will give him the extra
energy he needs



















-*Murray Ledger and Times
Starts Friday at 6:30 P. M.
Sales All Day Friday and Saturday
Entertamm.i,..1.3,
*Puppet Show •Melodrama eCake Walk *Magic Mountain Music Band 'Auction








Federal Savings and Loan

















*Twin Lakes Office Products
IA,- Settle-Workman
Ward-Elkins
*Corn-Austin
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*Thurman Furniture
* Purdom's
*Holland Drug
*Bank of Murray
Parker Super Market
* Lerman's
WNBS
*Littleton's
, National Stirs
* The Cherry's
Ryan's Shoes
Bright's
